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ABSTRACT 

This thesis examines San Miguel as a cultural symbol in the Mayan community of San 

Miguel Acatan, Guatemala from 1940 to 1960. During the decades examined the 

community underwent a series of political, economic, social, and religious changes. This 

thesis focuses on the religious transformations American Maryknoii priests were assigned 

in 1946 as the town's first full-time priests. They sought to 'convert the pagan Catholics' 

by introducing a universal form of Catholicism. Resistance to the efforts of the priests 

cuhninated in 1959, when San Miguel fled the town center to the nearby village of 

Chimban where a chapel was built for San Miguel and a market established. The uraditional 

religious hierarchy moved to Chimban shordy afterwards. Within a year people from the 

town center kidnapped and burned Chimban's image of San Miguel. The thesis draws 

primarily on archival and oral history sources. 
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Introduction 

In 1959, San Miguel the Archangel came to the house of Juan Jose in the village of 

Chimban in the town of San Miguel Acatan, Guatemala to ask for lodging overnight. He 

appeared in the form of a humble traveler. Juan Jose let him into his house and offered the 

traveler coffee and tortillas but was refused. San Miguel said that he was full, he was not 

hungry. When the morning came the traveler was no longer there. He left in his place a 

statue representing himself - San Miguel the Archangel with a sword in his right hand, 

measuring scales in his left, and Satan at his feet. 

The news of San Miguel's appearance spread quickly. Soon people from all over the 

northwestern highlands of Guatemala and even parts of Chiapas came to worship in the 

church constructed by the villagers and trade in the newly established market. It was said 

that San Miguel fled his traditional home in the parish church in the town center because the 

American Maryknoll priests, who had been there since 1945, prohibited traditional worship 

because the candles made a mess on the floor of the church. The gringo priests also raised 

a ruckus (hicieron bulla) with their rosaries, and dared to change the physical structure of 

the church itself. One group of men was not very pleased with San Miguel's latest 

appearance - those whose interests tied them to the town center where the parish church 

stood and the now sluggish weekly municipal market took place. In July 1960 they 

dressed in Army uniforms to kidnap San Miguel from the church in Chimban, dragged him 

to a gully about 2 kilometers away, and burned him, leaving only his tin wings. 
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La verdad hay mucha historia que hay que contar para que uno se da cuenta 

- migueleno Jose Mendez 

This thesis examines San Miguel the Archangel as a symbol of community in the Mayan 

town of San Miguel Acatan, Guatemala from about 1940 to 1960. I explore why a group 

of miguelenos, that is, inhabitants of the municipality of San Miguel Acatan, placed a new 

image of San Miguel the Archangel in the village of Chimban and why another group of 

miguelenos felt compelled to kidnap and bum it. I focus on how cultural symbols are 

constimted in, and constitimtive of, the context of power rooted in community strucmres 

and practices, particularly religious ones. During the time period under examination, many 

sociohistorical currents altered the conditions in which San Miguel functioned as a culwral 

symbol. The Guatemalan Revolution (1945-1954) greatly modified conmiunity-state 

relations, brought rural peasants like miguelenos into greater direct contact with national 

institutions, and continued to soften the state's Uraditional anti-clericalism. The American 

Maryknoll order of missionary priests, whose principle field of labor in Asia had recently 

been closed because of World War H, took advantage of this opening to send priests to 

Guatemala. The Maryknoll priest who began to work in San Miguel Acatan in 1945 was 

the town's first permanent priest. 

The dramatic appearance of a saint, the construction of a chapel for its veneration, and an 

accompanying market echo historical events in Chiapas, where Vurgin cults arose in the 

early eighteenth and late nineteenth-century. In both cases they led to political crises and 

violence (Bricker 1981; Gosner 1992). Although saints continue to appear in Chiapas, 

they are no longer the catalyst for political unrest. In San Miguel Acatan, however, the 

appearance of San Miguel did lead to a crisis and illuminates power relations within the 

community and between the community and the state. 
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Community, Meaning, and Power 

Communities are defined as "meaningfully bounded social places" characterized by a 

"conjunction of place, people, and premise" (Watanabe 1992:15-16). In other words, 

members of a community share certain cultural assumptions, commitment to ways of 

living, and significant social interaction rooted in a specific time and place. Symbolic 

systems mediate the definition and functioning of community within historical contexts. 

Cultural symbols distinguish community members from non-community members, specify 

differentiated roles for community members, and legitimate certain norms of sociality. This 

Durkheimian view of community, however, has to be be extended by considering it 

historically and in terms of power from positions interior and exterior to the community. 

Roseberry supports this position, stating, "Central to this argument is a remm to the 

concept of community, seen not as a given society- or culture- outside-of-history but as a 

political association formed through the processes of political and cultural creation and 

imagination - the generation of meaning of contexts of unequal power" (Roseberry 

1989:14). 

Discussions of community in Latin American often begin with a consideration of the 

closed corporate peasant community (Wolf 1967[1957]; Wolf 1986). Wolfs 

conceptualization of the closed corporate peasant community locates Mesoamerican 

communities in a specific set of material and cultural relations embedded in historical 

processes. Closed corporate peasant communities were the result of serious social and 

cuitiu:al crises set off by the Spanish Conquest in Mesoamerica. During the sixteenth 

century, up to ninety percent of the native population died, primarily due to disease 

introduced by the Spanish. Those remaining were reorganized into nucleated settlements 

(reducciones) to faciliate control by the Crown. Traditional claims to resources such as 
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land and water were discontinued and reallocated as endowments from the Crown to the 

new communities as a whole. The Spanish vested political authority in new strucmres, 

such as municipal governments, and founded cofradi'as which allowed for forms of 

religious practice allied with Spanish political and religious projects (Wolf 1967[1957]:236-

7). 

The closed nature of the communities limited access to wealth outside the community and 

insured that labor and food from the communities would be channeled to benefit the wider 

society. Within the community certain structures served to "equalize the life chances and 

Ufe risks of members" and to persude community members to "content themselves with the 

rewards of 'shared poverty'" (ibid:231). The state granted the community control over 

intemal affairs, placing the burden of administrative costs on the community but allowing 

for an independent cultural sphere for resistance. Civil religious hierarchies performed this 

role of nexus between state and community while organized according to native 

considerations. For example, they served the state by collecting taxes and rounding up 

men for forced labor. They preserved native forms, though, as evidenced by the fact that 

elderly men monopolized power, a continuation of a pre-colonial pattem. The exact nature 

and role of civil religious hierarchies in Mesoamerican communities has been the subject of 

much debate among anthropologists (for a summary, see Greenberg 1981: l-22)(Rus 1994; 

Rus and Wasserstrom 1980). 

Wolf himself, in a 1986 essay, writes of some of his model's shortcomings and 

misinterpretations by others. He points to four problems - an overwhelming focus on the 

Inca and Aztec culture areas, a primary reliance on Spanish historical sources, a "disregard 

of territorial entities and kinship structures intermediate between household and 

community" and non-market intercommunity ties, and a neglect of conflict intemal to the 
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community. Wolf observes that, "What we have not yet done systematically is to look at 

the multiplicity of symbolic actions as ideology, as expressions of different interests and 

aspirations embodied in cultural forms." To do so he advocates an approach which would 

attempt, "to comprehend local and parochial relationships in terms of wider unfolding 

economic and political processes, while trying simultaneously to grasp how human beings 

in closed corporate communities responded to these processes through culmrally informed 

action and action-involved cultural forms" (Wolf 1986:327-328). 

Wolfs comments form part of a revisionist critique of his model (Gosner 1992:8-9). 

Greenberg has pointed out that most anthropologists have, "fixated on the structural and 

economic aspects of civil-religious hierarchies" and the closed corporate community more 

generally. Like Wolf, he calls for a "reexamin[ation] of the cultural dimensions of the 

closed corporate community" (Greenberg 1995:68). Wolfs formulation suggests some of 

the ways in which a community can be examined as a locus of competing interest groups 

interacting in meaningful ways through symbols whose meanings are part of the struggle 

for power. He points particularly to religion and its ritual forms. The focus of ritual on 

the church and the unage of the saint linked religious practice on an individual and 

communal scale to a particular place and personage - the patron saint enthroned in the 

parish church. Organization of cofradias, "gave to parishioners a series of organized and 

stable associations with which personal and communal identification might readily be 

made" (Wolf 1967 [1957]:237 citing Gibson 1955:6(K)). The organization of time by 

religious principles in the closed corporate peasant community was most apparent in the 

feast to the patron saint in which were concentrated baptisms and other religious 

ceremonies. Other holy days, such as Corpus Cristi, Easter, and Christmas also organized 

the seasonal time of mdividuals and communities. Thus, the ritual organization of space 



and time through religious practice was an important cultural dimension of the closed 

corporate peasant community. 
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The model of closed corporate peasant communities highlights the connection between 

meaning and power. The organization of power has to be thought of as a meaningful 

activity constituted both materially and subjectively (Weber 1946:78-79). In other words, 

the legitimation of domination is a culturally mediated process which occurs in the shadow 

of material might. Thus culture is constimtive of power. It is also constituted by power. 

Roseberry advocates an "approach to public symbols and cultural meanings [which] would 

therefore place those symbols and meanings in social fields characterized by differential 

access to political and economic power" (Roseberry 1989:36-7). Power operates through 

meaning by, "upholding one version of significance as true, fruitful, or beautiful, against 

other possibilities that may threaten truth, fruitfulness, or beauty" (Wolf 1990:593). 

Power operates in a variety of ways. Wolf describes two types of power of particular 

interest here - tactical or organization power and structural power. Tactical or 

organizational power "controls the settings in which people may show forth their 

potentialities and interact with others" . Structural power "organizes and orchestrates the 

settings themselves, and that specifies the distribution and direction of energy flows" 

(ibid:586). Thus in considering meaning and power, one should pay careful attention to 

the political, economic, and social dynamics in which meaning exists. 

Religious Symbols and Community 

Religious symbols play a central role in constituting the community and the lives of its 

members. Community religious observance focus on the place of the parish church and the 
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personage of the patron saint. Mesoamerica is noteworthy for the fact of the strong 

connection between communities and their saints through whom are partially constituted 

connections to other community members, to other communities, to the supernatural, and 

to the land. In addition, the individual is, in part, formed through relations with the saint. 

Important events in the life cycle took the individual to the church and invoked the 

protection of the patron saint. For example,when a baby was bom in San Miguel Acatan, 

his or her parents burned candles to San Miguel and presented the child to him in the 

church. Later, the child would be baptized in the church, most likely during the fiesta of 

San Miguel in late September. Thus constitution of individual identity occurred in a place 

and time in a community social setting determined by the symbolism of San Miguel as a 

community religious symbol. 

Although traditional reUgious thought and practice grounds its legitimacy in the practice of 

costumbre, or ritual connected to the antepasados (ancestors), to understand religion as a 

social process implicated in the constitution of community, one has to see that religion is 

"not just 'a tradition' but a selective tradition: an intentionally selective version of a shaping 

past and a pre-shaped present, which is then powerfully operative in the process of social 

and cultural definition and identification" (Williams 1977:115). Religious tradition is 

shaped through the animation of powerful symbols rooted in a historical narrative and 

integrated in the everyday lives of individuals and the community. As a link to the past and 

the supernatural it is, "a very powerful process since it is tied to many practical continuities 

- families, places, institutions, a language - which are indeed directly experienced" 

(ibid: 116). The apparent integrity of reUgious tradition is always threatened, however, for 

two reasons. First, in constituting itself through symbols, it does not draw on all areas of 

significant meaning. Thus, alternatives always exist. Second, since religious symbolism 

must constantly reformulate itself, it faces the difficult task of making meaningful new 
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experiences and grounding itself in phenomena it previously disregarded. Thus, religious 

symbolism and practice is always tentative and emergent. As Williams sunmiarizes, "This 

struggle for and against selective traditions is understandably a major part of all 

contemporary cultural activity" (ibid: 117). 

Since religion forms a cornerstone of community and the community is a meaningful 

political construct, it follows that reUgion must be considered from a political point of view. 

As Falla states, "the religious phenomena is necessarily (although not exclusively) a 

political phenomena, and cannot be explained, if it is not considered from the point of view 

of power" (Falla 1972:27, my translation). Religious symbols are, therefore, sensitive to 

sociopoUtical changes due to their tight linkage with notions of community. In fact, 

because of religion's central role in constituting the form and legitimacy of personal and 

community identity, conflict over community issues take place, in part, through rehgious 

conflict. As Gosner states, "because community values and codes of conduct were 

articulated through myth and ritual, a defense of the moral economy often took the form of 

a defense of community religious practice" (Gosner 1992:10). Conversely, one might add 

that new forms of community values and forms of sociality might be accompanied by new 

modes of religous practice. San Miguel's flight to Chimban and subsequent kidnapping 

and burning dramatize how social conflicts in San Miguel Acatan were expressed in conflict 

over religious ideology and practice. 

Organization of Thesis 

The body of this thesis is organized according to a rough periodization of history 

considered significant by miguelenos themselves, stretching back to the mythological 

establishment of the relationship between San Miguel and the townspeople (cf Stem 
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1987:13). This story is especially key since narratives of San Miguel's initial appearance 

and his flight to Chimban share themes of individual and community moral accountability 

Next I will briefly consider the Liberal Period (1871-1920), focusing particularly on how 

Guatemala reordered its governmental and legal structures to focus on coffee production. 

Older migueleiios recall the regime of Ubico (1931-1944), as 'very strict'. I describe how 

miguelenos felt about Ubico's increasing centralization and control of Mayan peasant labor. 

At this point I outline traditional religious practice in San Miguel Acat^. The Guatemalan 

Revolution (1945-1954) brought large scale changes to San Miguel Acatan. New 

organizations with national connections became active on the local scene and laws 

controlling peasant labor were lifted. 

It was during die changes wrought by the revolution that Maryknoll priests arrived in 1945 

and gradually became more active in the community. They introduced an alternative 

religious tradition which reinterpreted notions of Catholicism, appropriated the space of the 

church in the town center, and reoriented the timing of individually significant ritual. 

Younger men, the same group of people likely to take advantage of economic and political 

opportunities opened up by the Revolution where those most likely to convert to the 

orthodox Catholicism preached by the Maryknollers. I focus on the period from 1945 to 

1960. paying particular attention to the changing relationship between the priests and the 

traditional religious hierarchy. 

Sources 

A variety of personal, archival, and secondary sources were consulted in preparing this 

study. In 1994 I prepared an oral history of Jose Mendez, a formerly prominent 

migueleno businessman who moved to southern Florida after guerrillas threatened his life 
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in San Miguel Acatan in 1980. I also interviewed about twelve older miguelenos in San 

Miguel Acatan in the summers of 1994 and 1995. Most of them had lived dirough the 

events of 1940 to 1960. One of them, Lopez Francisco, played a key role in the events as 

the mayor of the town in 1958 and 1959. He, and most of the others, were converts to 

orthodox Catholicism. Only one, the current alkal txa, the head of the native religious 

hierarchy, regularly practices traditionalist ritual. 

Archival sources ranged from minutes of municipal meetings to church records to 

Maryknoll diaries. In the summer of 1995 I consulted the municipal archives in San 

Miguel Acatan. When anthropologist Morris Siegel consulted them in the late I930's, he 

called the archives "extremely valuable to the ethnologist". They were apparently well-

organized at that time (Siegel 1942a:56). Now 'Municipal Archives' would seem an overly 

elegant term for the roomful of papers and books housed in the municipal palace. In the 

early 1980's the guerrillas burned parts of the municipal archives. Other parts of ±e 

archives were stored in private individual's homes during the violence. The violence was 

not the only cause for the archives' precarious predicament. However, despite the the 

incomplete and spotty nature of the municipal archives, many valuable documents exist. I 

consulted primarily the minutes of municipal meetings, an almost complete set of which 

remain from the 1930's to the present. I also examined the incomplete set of marriage 

records. Church records I accessed included baptism and marriage records from about 

1900 to I960. Records from before 1946 are in San Pedro Soloma, since the priest from 

that town performed all Catholic rimals m San Miguel until that time. After that time church 

records are in San Miguel Acatan except for marriage records from 1946 to 1950, which I 

could not locate. I also consulted archives at the headquarters of Maryknoll Order in 

Maryknoll, New York. The most interesting of these records were monthly diaries. All 

Maryknoll priests were expected to write these diaries which they sent back to Maryknoll 
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headquarters to be read by their superiors and the editor of The Field Afar Hater 

Marvknoin. the magazine the order sent its donors. Diary entries were also edited and read 

to seminarians, future MaryknoU priests, as they ate breakfast in silence. Thus, the specific 

audience of the diaries were superiors, donors, and, especially, seminarians. The often 

well-written texts were full of exemplary tales of missionary work. 

Lastly, a number of secondary sources were invaluable in preparing my thesis. 

Anthropologist Morris Siegel worked in San Miguel Acatan for ten months in 1938-1939, 

several months in 1941, and two months in 1953. He wrote eight excellent articles based 

on his fieldwork (Siegel 1941a; I941b; 1941c; 1942a; 1942b; 1943; 1954; 1972). Although 

he commented to a fellow anthropologist his intention to write a monograph on the 

community, this project apparently was not initiated at the time of his death in 1961 

(Grollig 1959:15; personal communication, Martha Royce Blaine, September 1995). 

Francis Grollig, a Jesuit priest and anthropologist, also carried out fieldwork in San Miguel 

Acatan in 1958, completing a dissertation in 1959 and two other short articles (Grollig 

1958; 1959; 1960). 

San Miguel Acatan - Its Setting 

A general description of San Miguel Acatan's geography and population will help the 

reader understand the context in which the story of its patron saint unfolds. San Miguel 

Acatan is a municipality located in the the northwestern comer of the department of 

Huehuetenango, which is itself the most northwestern department of Guatemala (see Figure 

1). About 50 kilometers separate San Miguel Acatan from Huehuetenango, the capital of 

the department of the same name, aldiough by road the trip is about ICX) kilometers. The 

first quality road to reach the region was built in about 1952 by an American-backed lead 
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mining company to EI Rosario, a mine in a valley south of the center of San Miguel Acat^. 

It was until 1965, after decades of wrzingling on the part of municipal officials, that a road 

passible by bus was to the town center. This relative inaccessibility from urban centers in 

Guatemala caused San Miguel Acatan to orient much of its trade and migrant labor to 

Mexico, to which the town is closer than to Huehuetenango. The miguelenos' position on 

the border also faciliated smuggling, for which they have long been known. During the 

Guatemalan Revolution (1945-1954), contraband fueled a large part of the economy, as 

will be described below. Other towns in the region also participated in smuggling (La 

Farge and Byers 1931:66). 

Geographically, San Miguel Acatan's terrain is very rough, characterized by steep 

barrancas, or gullies, and rocky ground. There are very few large areas of flat land. 

The municipality has a town center, also know as San Miguel Acatan, the pueblo, or town, 

where governmental offices and the parish church are located (see Figure 2). In 1957 there 

were 8 recognized villages (aldeas) and 61 hamlets (casenos). Each village appointed 

representatives to serve as liasons with the municipal government. In 1957 San Miguel 

Acatan reported a total population of 10,478. Of those 1,251 resided in the town center. 

The three largest aldeas with their populations were Coya (2,402), Paiconop (1,638), and 

Poza (1,206). Chimban had 660 inhabitants (Archivos Municipales:30 November 1957). 

In 1950, only about 167 of San Miguel Acatan's population were ladinos, who consider 

themselves biologically distinct from the indigenous population and culturally oriented to 

the West (Recinos 1954:221). The Mayas spoke Akateko, a language very closely related 

to Q'anjob'al (2^vala 1992). (In fact, miguelenos today claim to speech Q'anjob'al and 

resist the idea that their speech is Unguistically distinct enough to be termed a separate 

language (Camposeco 1993:xix).) 
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San Miguel Acatan currently has title to 600 caballerfas, or 152 km^ of land. In 1898, 

during the Liberal 'rationalization' of land use in order to allow coffee production, it was 

adjudicated 533 cabailerias. In 1924,100 caballerias were ceded to the newly created 

municipality of San Rafael la Independencia. In 1931,60 caballerfas more were given to 

San Rafael la Independencia. In 1945, however, its land base increased when it received 

the villages of El Mul and Coya from Jacaltenango. San Miguel Acatan has had a running 

battle with San Rafael la Independencia over land since the day of its creation. Coya has 

ambitions dating to colonial times for an independent status. Chimban began petitioning 

for municipality stams in the late 1950's. This pattern of struggle over land between 

municipalities and between villages within municipalities and the muncipal center is 

common in Guatemala (Handy 1994:157-167; Smith 1984:199-200) Despite the constant 

conflict over land ownership, however, most of the land in San Miguel Acatan is poor 

(Recinos 1954:346,348). Most miguelenos have to engage in migrant labor to survive. 

San Miguel Acatan is located on the edge of the Cuchumatan highlands. The town center is 

located at 1,800 meters above sea level. The highest point in the municipality reaches 

3,000 meters and the lowest 1,200 meters in land approaching the hot lowlands reaching 

into Mexico. Lower areas tend to be more fertile (ibid:348-349). Such is the physical 

setting in which, according to legend, San Miguel appeared to the antepasados (ancestors). 

San Miguel the Archangel and his Church 

Miguelenos trace the origin of their town to the appearance of San Miguel the Archangel to 

their ancestors, the construction of the church at the town center as his 'home', and the 

initiation of costumbre under his direction. Older miguelenos tell a story of how the 
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ancestors first encountered San Miguel and arranged for him to stay in the town. While 

each person tells the story a little differendy, certain broad themes comprise the repertoire 

of elements from which the story is constructed. These include: San Miguel's appears at a 

spring; a woman speaks with him; the woman discusses her encounter with other members 

of the community, especially men; they ask San Miguel to be their patron; they build a 

house (church) for him at Calvario;San Miguel rejects that building; they build another 

home for him (the church in the town center); San Miguel accepts that home; San Miguel 

leaves his image in the church. 

The example below contains these elements. It was told to Jose Juan, a migueleno, in San 

Miguel Acatan in the late 1970's as part of a collection of texts he gathered for his linguistic 

studies in the town; 

The ancestors tell that San Miguel used to appear under a big bito tree. They say 
there was a big tree that was larger than the others. The ancestors wanted to take him 
to where there used to be a cross, a place called El Calvario. So they cut down the 
big bito ttee under which he had been appearing. But the next day there he was again 
where they had cut it. So then they cut the bito tree again and they took it off to El 
Calvario. At dawn the bito tree was already back in its original place. San Miguel 
didn't want to live there, he stayed there with the bito tree. 

One day a woman appeared to him at a spring. It used to be called the Bito Spring 
but now its called the Town Spring. That's where he was standing, at the source of 
the river. When the woman came to get water, she realized that there was a man 
standing by the spring. She was startled and then was relieved as the man began to 
talk to her 

"Woman, I'm telling you to go and tell the old men not to cut down the bito tree 
where I am staying. Tell them to build me a house where the bito is. They musm't 
take me where the cross is. I want them to make a house out of that cross and they 
can make one for me. Tell them also that I am Miguel, that I am the owner of this 
land, that this land is going to become a town. Because my name is Miguel, it will be 
called San Miguel Ak'atan, because I am appearing near to you. That's why it's 
going to be called that. Now go and tell them everything I told you and have them do 
everything I said." 

The woman left to tell the old men all that San Miguel had said. They agreed and 
complied with everything they had been told. They built a house where the bito tree 
was. When the house was finished they chopped down the bito tree and fashioned it 
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in the shape of San Miguel and they put it in the back of the house. That house is the 
church now. 

And when the Ladino authorities found this out, they granted it the status of town... 
(Juan 1993:95). 

Another person told the same investigator the following end to the story. It explains the 

origin of the municipality of San Rafael la Independencia, discusses San Miguel's 

peccadillos, and grounds the authority to tell the origin story in an age hierarchy. 

He is our patron saint forever. There is no other patron saint than San Miguel 
because he is here. We don't have a saint that we bought. There is no other, he is 
always of San Miguel. 

Something happened among his sons, as they began to fight. Some were on the side 
of San Rafael. As he had many children, they began to fight between families. 

Since our patron saint was a real womanizer, he had many children. He had a 
mistress named Eulalia....' 

Our patron saint was a real rascal, maybe that's why we're that way, because we 
miguelenos are real rascals. Maybe on account of our patron saint.... 

My name is Francisco Nicolas. I am from the town of San Miguel. I am 60 years 
old, my friend. I know this story because my dad told it to me. If he hadn't told me, 
I wouldn't have known it. 

That is all I know, that's why I'm telling it to you (Juan 1993:96-7). 

In 1995 I was told the following story concerning the origin of the town of San Miguel 

from Marcos Antonio, who served in Chimban as the alkal txa that year. The distinctive 

elements of this origin story claim a special role for the alkal txa. 

San Miguel was sent by God and he lived like a man but he was so anxious [pesado] 
that he searched the world for a place to live. God gave him five days to find a place 
to live because he was not going to live like a man but rather leave his body as a 
reminder [recuerdo]. Wherever he stopped the seas came up. He was in the United 

San Miguel is thought to have a number of lovers, including a trio of saintly sisters - Santa 
Eulalia, Candelaria (of Jacaltenango), and Candelaria (of Chiantia). Townspeople from Santa 
Eulalia, for their part, claim that their patron saint rebuffed San Miguel (Pefialosa 1995:167,171). 
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States, Guatemala, and Playa Grande. He came to the spring snii ka Katal. He 
appeared in the tree ku teWhen the church was built the tree was left without 
cutting it down - they left it as the altar because that is where the patron slept. He 
was very upset that he had to return but he left his body in the form of a statue. He 
said, "Well, children, this is the last day we are going to talk. In the future we'll talk 
every 5 days". He left the names of the days and the oras [days and oras both refer to 
the 20 days of the 260 day sacred calendar]. 

After San Miguel left some time went by and Jesus Christ came. He passed through 
everywhere in the world. The alkal txa went behind Jesus Christ. Jesus Christ 
prayed at the tops of all the hills where there were people. When Jesus Christ left, 
the alkal txa stayed to do his work. When Jesus Christ left the oras and the alkal txa 
started. 

This version emphasizes a few points absent in the other two versions of the founding 

story. First, the altar was 'home' of San Miguel inside the church. Second, San Miguel 

established elements of costumbre, traditional religious practice. In telling townspeople 

that he would communicate with them every five days, San Miguel refered the 260 day 

sacred tzolkin calender. Every five days falls a 'year-bearer' day in which more ritual 

activity is appropriate (La Farge 1947:164). Third, the alkal txa's legitimacy is linked to 

both San Miguel, because he officiates in the costumbre that San Miguel initiated, and 

Jesus Christ, since the alkal txa accompanied Jesus Christ on his journey and participated 

with him in ritual. Each of these points ground a claim to legitimacy on the part of the 

traditional religious hierarchy. 

Each of the origin stories emphasizes San Miguel's cormection to a specific place, the 

church, and legitimizes certain practices as appropriate for good 'miguelenos'. These 

practices ground the community in certain forms of sociality between townspeople and San 

Miguel, on the one hand, and between miguelenos themselves, on the other. The first of 

these practices is costumbre focused on the church, San Miguel's house. The original 

encounter between the antepasados and San Miguel resulted in the establishment of the 

church. Thus the church does not represent a universal or external institution but the 
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Through costumbre people communicate with San Miguel and animate their claim to 

legitimacy over local resources. Watanabe describes an analagous relationship between 

townspeople and their patron saint in Santiago Chimaltenango, a Mam-speaking 

municipality in Huehuetenango. He writes. 

Out of this primordial encounter [between saints and antepasados] arose costumbre, 
a term liter^y meaning "custom" but used generally by Guatemalan Maya to refer 
to the ritual precepts originally set down by the ancestors. By reenacting the 
devotions that first bonded ancestor to saint, saint to community, costumbre in the 
present affirm ancestral acts in the past (Watanabe 1990:139). 

Thus, in performing cosmmbre a migueleno at once recognizes his or her connection to 

both San Miguel and the antepasados. Costumbre also establishes and legitimates a wide 

range of other relationships between individuals within the community. These will be 

described in detail below. The second practice which is explicitly condoned is 

womanizing. While, according to Siegel, adultery was common in San Miguel Acatan 

during the 1930's, the inclusion of this detail suggests a more general point - that being a 

good community member implied a certain form of sociality with other miguelenos (Siegel 

1942a). 

Watanabe describes how the relationship between Mayas and their saint serves to 

conventionalize space, social relationships, and notions of community. Townspeople refer 

to the church as 'the house of Santiago', their patron saint. The church serves as the 

physical anchor of the community and spatially opposes the domain of the witz, or 

Earthlord. In the chimalteco origin myth the ancestors found Santiago outside the town and 

built a church for him in the town center. But twice he left the church, returning to his 

original spot. Finally, the chimaltecos got fed up and beat him until he returned to the 
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church, where he has stayed ever since. Gouges on his back remain as evidence of his 

beating. He was transformed from a foreigner to a good chimalteco by his willingness to 

engage in exchange and live according to chimalteco social norms (Watanabe 1992:72-3). 

Santiago now maintains his residence at the center of town where he can be implored by 

chimaltecos in need. Cosmmbre represents a rationalized method through which his aide 

can be accessed. Thus, chimaltecos have a stable, predictable exchange relationship with 

Santiago which encompasses material and moral relations (cf. Mauss, I990[1950]). The 

saints are "visible, familiar, and generally predictable" in conttast to witz who are "unseen, 

willful, and always unpredictable... Unconstrained by local concerns or conventions, witz 

epitomize the selfish independence that results from a lack of moral accountability 

(Watanabe 1992:75-6)." Thus Santiago serves to legitimize local notions of proper 

personhood in which relations of exchange with known individuals with similar social 

standards form a central part. As Watanabe states. 

The fact that ancestral Chimaltecos mastered their imperious saint and brought him 
to live in the community substantiates the moral force of Chimalteco social 
conventions. As a conventional embodiment of the unquestionable past, Santiago's 
willingness to abide in church and town sanctifies the propriety of local social 
relations and legitimizes community sovereignty.... if being Chimalteco primarily 
entails being in Chimbal [Santiago Chimaltenango] and living like a Chimalteco - as 
Santiago's transformation implies - then individuals must constantly demonstrate 
their identity through proper behavior or risk losing it (ibid:78-79). 

A similar dynamic can be seen in the stories of San Miguel's establishment in San Miguel 

Acatan. The kinds of horizontal bonds within the conununity between miguelenos that 

costumbre created and legitimated will be discussed in the section on traditional religion. 

To foreshadow events of the late 1950's, during the conflict between orthodox Catholics 

and traditionalists San Miguel himself became a point of contention. This makes sense 

given Watanabe's argument that the saint represents fundamental social conventions. If 

broad consensus on social norms no longer exists, a single saint can no longer adequately 
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represent those conventions. At the same time, the debate over proper forms of sociality 

takes place with the saint as the central metaphor. 

Saints also express relationships between population centers within municipalities and 

between municipalities. During religious celebrations saints travel to visit other saints, 

either to chapels in villages within the municipality or to neighboring municipalities. 

Greenberg describes three different types of relationships between saints established by 

these visits in Chiapas - reciprocal visits, tributive relations, and the null case in which 

saints do not travel to other sites. These visits express the hierarchical relations between 

population centers (Greenberg 1972:30-32). Such systems of saint exchange either do not 

exist on a wide scale in Huehuetenango or have not appeared in the ethnographic literatiure. 

San Miguel, for example, does not travel to any other towns and San Sebastian, from San 

Sebastian Coatan, is the only saint who visited during the fiesta of San Miguel (Siegel 

1941b:72). Cargo service in support of the saint can also be analyzed in terms of marriage 

systems, revealing relationships between populations within a municipality analogous to 

the exchange of women in marriage (Falla 1969). 

The Liberal Reform Period 

Many of the social, political, and economic relations which the Guatemalan Revolution 

(1945-1954) sought to alter were established during the Liberal Reform Period (1871-

1920), at which time Guatemala began to cultivate coffee on a large scale. Therefore, an 

examination of the impact of the Revolution in San Miguel Acatdn must include an account 

of the Liberal Period. Coffee production repositioned Guatemala in the world economy 

and restrucmred the country's social, economic, and political structures to more efficiently 

produce coffee. This restructuralization concentrated land suitable for coffee cultivation 
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into the hands of a small ladino elite and ordered peasant labor in accordance with the 

growing cycle of coffee, which requires high labor investments in short bursts. The 

changes brought about by the Liberal Reform were so traumatic and total that Lovell termed 

them a "second conquest" (in Handy 1994:12). McCreery summarizes these changes in 

the following way; "These [reforms] bridled the church and stripped it of its property, 

promoted roads, railroads, and telegraphs, opened land to coffee, and later bananas, and 

forced more and more Indians out of their villages and into labor on the new coffee 

plantations {fincas)" (McCreery 1994:13-14). 

Coffee production and the power of the state increased concomitantly during the Liberal 

Period. McCreery explains the linkage; "Coffee provided the motive and the means for the 

Guatemalan state to penetrate the indigenous conmiunity to an unprecedented degree..." 

(ibid; 175). The state accomplished this by creating a strong professional army made 

mobile by roads and the telegraph. This newly created power, made possible by the 

conjunction of money and technology, explains the paradox of the decreasing number of 

Indian revolts and overt rural violence in the late nineteenth century (ibid 1994:113). The 

liberal period also saw, for the first time, immigration of large numbers of ladinos to Indian 

conraiunities to serve as labor recruiters and state officials (Smith 1990). 

The experience of Santa Eulalia, the municipio bordering San Miguel Acat^, provides an 

example of how the Liberal governments radically restructured land use in order to facilitate 

capitalist agriculmral production. Santa Eulalia's experience is particularly relevant to that 

of San Miguel Acatan for two reasons. First, the two municipios share land tenure, use, 

and inheritance practices and, more generally, a Q'anjob'alan culture. Secondly, they share 
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ecological similarities owing to their positions on the edge of the highlands leading down 

into the lowlands. 

Traditional agricultural patterns in Santa Eulalia were based on shifting agriculture in which 

multiple plots of land were cultivated across various ecological zones found in the 

municipio. The patan method of slash and bum agriculture allowed a single cultivator to 

produce a full range of substance products with cold (high) country plots giving one crop a 

year and hot (low) areas rendering two harvests. Hot country lands yielded greater 

harvests. For example, in the late 1950's a cuerda (approx. 0.3 acres) of land in the cold 

country yielded 8 pounds of com while a cuerda in the hot country gave 100 pounds of 

com^. The hot country lands "demanded little labor and gave excellent harvests" (Davis 

1970:33). Land disputes were rare due to low population density and high soil fertility. 

The Liberal Reform altered land use and social organization. Davis found that, "Elder men 

in Santa Eulalia argue that following the ley de tfmlos. everything changed, and the 

community was something different than it was in the past" (ibid:49). The government 

created a new municipio in hot country. Barillas, and assigned most of the rest of the hot 

lands in the Ixcan area to ladino controlled municipios. Most of the land in Barillas and 

IxcM, and the remaining fertile lands in Santa Eulalia proper, were titled to ladinos in large 

allotments. Davis demonstrates that, "ladinos proprietors gained control of nearly 70 per 

cent of the traditional lands belonging to Santa Eulalia, including Barillas and the Ixcan, 

those zones of greatest ecological and economic potential" (ibid:54). Much of the land 

given to ladinos was in reward to individuals for military service and in the expectation that 

they would guarantee political and military control in the area (ibid:51,54). The 

2 A cuerda is a land measure of about 435 meters square. The measure is not standard and varies 
by municipio. (Davis 1970;Giossary 2). 
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government did title some land to Indians but it was almost all in the unproductive cold 

country. Most land used by Indians was titled to the municipio under the condition that it 

then be individually titled. This created an "oscillation between corporateness...and 

factionalism". The 'community' became a significant site of struggle since it offered the 

greatest possibilities for gaining use of land (ibid:65). 

Thus, during the Liberal period, the Guatemalan state established the basis for capitalism. 

However, what did happen should not be read as an example of what an expanding world 

capitalism made inevitable. Smith reminds us tb,at Liberals in the 1820's and 1830's 

attempted to carry out similar reforms yet failed. This anomaly can be explained. Smith 

argues, if one thinks of peasants as active historical agents and considers how local 

systems affect the dynamics of global forces (Smith 1984:195n,224). 

The Time of Ubico - 1931-1944 

Miguelenos remember the regime of Jorge Ubico as 'very strict' because of careful control 

of labor, cenu'alization of govenunental power which eliminated significant Indian 

participation in the municipal government, and ethnic relations based on sharp class 

differences. 

Although Ubico abolished debt peonage, he instituted the Vagrancy Laws to insure that 

coffee plantation owners had access to sufficient amounts of labor. The Vagrancy Laws 

mandated that an Indian work a minimum of 100 or 150 days on a plantation, depending on 

the size of his land holdings. The only way to avoid this requirement was to have more 

than four manzanas of highland fields under cultivation. Few Indians, of course, would 

have cultivated such amounts of land. Plantation owners signed off that men had fulfilled 
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their labor requirements in a book that had to be carried at all times. Abuses were 

widespread (Hawkins 1984: 83). 

Other laws were designed to harness Indian labor. The Ley de Vialidad, instituted in 1933, 

required that men work one week each 6 months on road projects. Alternatively, men 

could pay 1 quetzal each six months to avoid the obligation (Hem^dez Sifontes, 

1965:255). One migueleno had these memories of Ubico's forced road labor projects: 

[Ubico] Fue un hombre muy, muy estricto. Y sabia hacer cosas tambien como 
carreteras, adelanto para los pueblos pero, mi hermano, los pom'a a trabajar a la 
gente sin pagar nada. Obligado. Caminaba un di'a, 2 dias, 3 dias - lejos tem'a que 
viajar para romper la tierra. Hicieron brechas obligados. Fyese. Y tambien obligo 
a todos que hicieron sus carreteras con sus propios manos, con sus pioches en la 
mano, p^o en la mano. Y todo esto me df cuenta. Hicieron las carreteras a puro 
sudor arrancando las piedras en el camino, haciendo brechas. Era malo (Mendez 
1994:16). 

Another form of forced labor was the mandamiento. The mandamiento previously referred 

to a system of forced labor which supplied labor to plantations. In San Miguel Acatan, 

however, the term was used to refer to a different sort of mandated labor based on unclear 

legal grounds. Ladinos in the town could request Indian laborers from the intendente, the 

head of the municipal govenmient. The intendente, in turn, obligated certain Indians to 

carry out the tasks. Although the Indians were usually paid they resented the loss of the 

control of their labor. Typical tasks included transporting grains or messages by foot to the 

departmental capital of Huehuetenango at least 50 kilometers away. One man described 

carrying 2 quintales of com to Huehuetenango in the company of 30 other men for a locally 

prominent ladino. Another recalled that when the shoe of the municipal secretary broke he 

had to carry it to Huehuetenango and wait to return until it was repaired. He was not paid. 
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Ubico increased the centralization of governmental power by appointing intendentes to head 

municipal governments. In 1935 Ubico decreed that municipal corporations would be 

headed by intendentes whom he appointed. Ubico also terminated the right of 

municipalities to set their own tax rates. Prior to 1935 Indians served as mayor (alcalde) in 

San Miguel Acatan - this despite the fact that since 1927 ladinos had the right to occupy 

one-half of all the municipal offices, including first alcalde and first regidor (councihnan) 

(Kitchen 1955:48). By law, the intendente had to consult the elected municipal officials in 

making decisions. However, Siegel observed that "despite a formal fafade of quasi-

democratic procedures, effective government was essentially dictatorial" (Siegel 1972:40). 

Intendentes in San Miguel Acat^ did not seriously consult elected Indian officials, who felt 

like they were mere "slaves" of the Intendente (ibid:41). Although Indians generally 

tolerated this treatment in suffering silence, occassionally there were open rebellions. In 

1938 Indians in San Rafael la Independencia held the intendente of that municipality for one 

week in the local jail until troops calmed the situation (Siegel 1942a:65-66). 

The intendentes, although they served at the pleasure of the central government, clearly 

sttengthened the power of local ladinos. I mentioned above mandamientos, by which 

ladinos requested that the intendente allocate laborers to them. Local ladinos also 

manipulated the Vagrancy Laws and Ley de Vialidad in their favor. One miguelefio recalled 

how Rafael Rios Recinos, a prominent ladino, accomplished this; 

Jovenes de hoy les voy a contar acerca de un senor que se llama Don Rafael Rios 
Recinos. Pues este senor se hizo un gran ricachdn aprovechando esa oportunidad 
en el dempo del senor presidente Don Jorge Ubico. Este presidente fue muy 
estricto en su gobiemo y el gobemd de 1930 hasta 1945. Pues ese tiempo 
aprovecho el mentado Rafael Rios Recinos que era como habilitador, que tem'a 
dinero. Pues de seguro le puso a la gente a trabajar, nuestros pobres antepasados, 
sin pagar ni un centavo. Y los pom'a a trabajar 3 hasta 4 semanas pues sin pagar 
nada. El recibia unas taijetas que se llamaban vialidad para repartir a la gente en 
San Miguel, pues si no cumplfa el mandaba a decir al gobiemo para que les 
castigaba a nuestra gente. El que no cumplia se muere a culetazo o fusilado. O los 
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pegaba por causa de eso. Ellos tenia miedo al senor Rafael Rios Recinos. Pues 
este senor se hizo may rico para tener muchas cosas en San Miguel. Y como la ley 
es tan estricto de este gobiemo pues tenia mucha comunicacion con Rafael Rios. 
Ya Rafael Rios aprovechando a poner a trabajar nuestros hermanos. Asi es que no 
les pagaba nada y era orden del gobiemo.... [Los poma trabajar] en el propio 
trabajo de este senor - a pastorear caballos, bueyes, a trabajar en sus tierras, o 
mandaba la gente a tumear, a sacar tumos en su trabajo. O sea, tambien mandaba a 
la gente a viajar hasta Huehuetenango. Del pueblo de San Miguel iban a pie hasta 
Huehuetenango. Por eso este senor se hizo muy rico. Asi es pues fue muy 
ricachdn por costillo de nuestro pueblo de San Miguel. Y se compro muchas 
tierras, y mando a estudiar a todos sus hijos a Huehuetenango. jQue pena el senor 
Rafael! - solo mandaba la orden de que venga alguien, lo necesitaba 3 hasta 4 
hombres para Uevarlos cargados a sus hijos hasta Uevarlos a Huehuetenango. 
Aprovechando este senor. Asi es que yo les cuento por que los jovenes de hoy no 
saben esto (Mendez 1994:17-18). 

Another migueleno recalled the exact mechanism through which Rafael Rios Recinos 

accomplished this feat - Rios Recinos was a labor contractor and authorized to sign the 

cards that certified that a man had completed his labor obligations. Rios Recinos refused to 

sign, however, unless the man also worked on his own lands for free. To add insult to 

injury, Rios Recinos had accumulated most of his large tracts of land when people had 

defaulted on labor obligations. He accepted titles as collateral for labor contracts. If the 

contract was not fulfilled, he received the land. 

As the example of Rios Recinos shows, ethnic relations in San Miguel Acatan during 

Ubico's reign were based on class differences. Ethnicity and class were tightly linked. 

Most ladinos were among the economic elite of the town while most Indians had little 

economic power although some incipant class relations among Mayas were developing. 

This process was much more advanced in the central highlands that in peripheral areas like 

San Miguel Acatan. Many ladinos in San Miguel Acatan worked as labor contractors. As 

one migueleiio commented when asked what kind of work ladinos did, "All the ladinos 

were contractors for fincas. That's why they lived here in San Miguel. That's what they 

lived on." He exaggerated slightly - ladino occupations also included teaching, secretary 
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and treasurer in the local government, baking, running a comedor (restaurant), bar, and 

curer. The ladinos' superior economic and political position motivated "a strong 

undercurrent of hostility and resentment" between ladinos and Indians. Indians, as 

befitting their subordinated state, seldom publicly articulated their feelings. Ladinos, 

however, "given the slightest pretext, rarely fail to emphasize their superior position" 

(Siegel 1941c:420). 

During Ubico's reign strong ties existed between San Miguel Acatan and Mexico. Many 

miguelenos worked as migrant laborers in Mexico. Smuggling also attracted some 

miguelenos although Ubico was as harsh in enforcing contraband laws as he was in the rest 

of his government policy. One well known case was that of Manuel (aka Matias) Juan. A 

migueleno described what happened to him after the Guardia de Hacienda found him with 

Mexican merchandise: 

Si robaba mandaba a traer inmediatemente la Guardia de Hacienda o los soldados. 
Soldados del gobiemo. Se llama fusilamiento. Lo fusilan y nada. Nada mas. No 
hay reclamo. Tem'an mucho miedo. Tuve un amigo, se llama Manuel Juan. Ya era 
senor, fiie un gran amigo de mi padre, de mi papa. Fue a Comitan Chiapas cuando 
de repente se cayo de contrabando. Pocito contrabando, cositas para usar. Cayo el 
en esos tiempos. Ya tiene mucho tiempo. Entonces ftie en tiempo de Ubico. Lo 
encontraron este pocito mercaden'a que el trai'a de contrabando y lo mataron. Lo 
llevaron a distancia de 4 kilometros, 5 kilometros de San Miguel cerca a una aldea 
Chimban. Allf esta la cruz alli. Dijeron que lo iba a llevar preso a Huehuetenango. 
Fue mentira. Alli mismo - baam, ba ba baam. Eran como seis soldados. Le 
dieron fiiego. Lo mataron. Por eso todo la gente tem'a mucho miedo por que habia 
un orden estricto (Mendez 1994:17). 

According to local legend, the Guardia shot him in accordance with 'ley fuga', under which 

people who tried to escape were shot. The message that contraband would not be tolerated 

was clear, although it continued at a low level. After the fall of Ubico, however, 

contraband played a central role in the economic transformation of San Miguel Acatan. 
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Traditional Religion 

Traditional religious practice focused on the worship of San Miguel as the patron saint at 

the church in the town center and at family shrines. Here, I consider religion as, "a system 

of signification through which social order is experienced, communicated, and reproduced" 

(Ingham 1986:1). Specifically, in this section I show how specific notions of community 

were constituted by, and communicated through, costumbre which linked townspeople to 

San Miguel. 

Watanabe describes how Mayan communities ground themselves dirough costumbre. He 

argues that the Mayan cults to saints serve to establish legitimacy of a community's social 

and moral arrangements. Saint worship, "affirm[s] an ethic of local reciprocity, social 

propriety, and moral accountability in this world" (Watanabe 1990:138). The community's 

relationship with the saint also, "substantiate[s] the social and moral sovereignty of the 

community" (ibid: 138). Costumbre consummates the link between the saint and 

townspeople. Through cosmmbre contemporary Mayas reenact the rituals which 

established the bond between the ancestors and the saint (ibid: 140). Thus traditional 

religious practices link the living generation to the ancestors, the townspeople to the saint, 

and ground community in a specific form of sociality. 

At the familial level, traditional religion described a series of obligations and activities 

bound to the family unit, which was the most active unit of religious activity (La Farge 

1947:89). Family religious ritual can be divided into two categories - cross and witz. 

Families practiced one or the other type. Families which practiced cross ritual erected a 

cross near the house of the senior male member of the family. Some cross families also 

inherited the right to hunt deer or perform specific ceremonies. Cross worship was more 
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prestigious and less conunon that the other form of religious practice, witz worship. Witz 

(mountain) families built an altar made of stones where they offered devotions. Cross or 

witz ritual obligations were inherited patrilineally. 

Those most active in performing religious rimal were elderly people. Although all 

miguelenos benefited from religious rimal, it was orchesurated by older members of the 

community. One elderly migueleno explained that, "And at that cross the old people, and 

only the old people, pray. Young people don't because while they are young they are full 

of sin and when their children are 50 or 60 then they let them pray to the wooden crosses" 

(Mendez 1994:2). La Farge also observed in the neighboring town of Santa Eulalia that 

interest in religion only really starts in middle age (La Farge 1947:72). 

In addition to directing the religious activities of their patrilineages, older men directed the 

economic resources controlled by the lineage. In the neighboring town of Santa Eulalia, 

Davis found that, in addition to leading rimal, the eldest male in a patrilineage held the title 

to the land, settied disagreements over land use, and represented the family in disputes over 

land with other families (Davis 1970:84-88). San Miguel Acatan, like most other Mayan 

communities, was controlled by gerontracy which combined control over rimal, land use, 

and the civil religious hierarchy (Brintnall 1979). 

Religious rituals surrounding birth illustrate how a migueleiio's individuality and social ties 

were created through rites mediated through the personage of San Miguel. When a woman 

found out she was pregnant she was expected to go to the church to inform (dar parte a) 

San Miguel. During labor the father prayed at the cross or witz. After the birth the father 

offered prayers of thankfubess to San Miguel both at his cross or witz and at the church. 

On tiie tiiird day after the birth the parents organize a small fiesta (ox q'in) for the 
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compadres and relatives of the child. On the twentieth day after the birth another fiesta is 

organized and the child is presented to the cross or witz and to San Miguel at the church. 

To complete the birth rituals, the child is baptized during the fiesta of San Miguel in late 

September. Thus, religious ritual linked with San Miguel and performed in a community 

context played a key role in the transformation of a child into a migueleno. 

Traditional religion focusing on San Miguel also served in the constitution of the 

community as a whole. The native religious organization was headed by a first alkal txa 

(literally 'praying mayor'), aided by a second alkal txa and assisted by a group of 16 other 

officials, including a zahorin, or diviner (Siegel 1941b:67). The first alkal txa, "is the 

spiritual fountainhead of the community, responsible for the general welfare of the 

inhabitants and in charge of the all-important rain supply" (ibid: 67). The alkal txa was 

highly respected by miguelenos. Other miguelenos greeted him as 'nuestro padre' in the 

streets and bowed their heads to receive a blessing from the hand of the alkal txa. He was 

supported by donations of food and, according to some, a salary. Most towns in 

Huehuetenango had similar hierarchies headed by alkal txa (La Farge and Byers 1931; 145). 

The religious officials served one year terms and were selected by principales, who had 

previously tield high office, from men who belonged to kalpul families, an inherited 

designation. 

The alkal txa and other religious officials organized community religious rituals. These 

included three distinct types - those connected with Christian holy days, such as the feast 

of San Miguel, All Saints Day, Holy Week, and Corpus Cristi; xahambales and rain 

ceremonies, which petitioned for rain and good fortune for the community; and 

organizational ritual, such as the installation of new officials at the beginning of the year. 
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In all of these ceremonies the religious officials represented the community as a whole in 

approaching San Miguel and performing other religious rimal. 

By the 1940's, however, offices in the traditional religious hierarchies in San Miguel and 

surrounding towns were becoming difficult to fill. Siegel, based on fieldwork in the late 

1930's, reponed that people resisted filling the religious offices because they wanted to be 

paid (Siegel 1942a:57). La Farge observed in 1932 that within the previous generation the 

traditional religious hierarchy in Santa Eulalia had failed to fill most of its minor posts and 

that between 1927 and 1932 the alkal txa in Jacaltenango had accepted the religious 

leadership of a priest stationed there (La Farge 1947:80-1,132). Thus, the decline in San 

Miguel Acatan's native religious hierarchy dates from before the arrival of the Maryknoll 

priests and was part of a regional pattern. 

In the house of the alkal txa rested two chests, the orinanza and San Caspar. The orinanza 

was, "beyond question the most sacred object in the village" (Siegel 1941b;68). The alkal 

txa and his assistants kept candles lit at its sides. Although the orinanza and San Caspar 

were kept in the house of the alkal txa, at the beginning of the term of office of a new alkal 

txa they were moved through the streets with great ceremony. One migueleno told me that 

the orinanza was thought to be very heavy because 'nuestro padre' (our father) sat inside it 

along with the 'mero centto del mundo' (the actual center of the world). Although 

tradition only allowed the first alkal txa to examine the contents of the orinanza, many 

claimed to know what was inside. For example, an elderly migueleno told me that his 

friend Juan Xuncax, a carpenter who later worked for the priests, had been commissioned 

to build a new orinanza in exchange for waiving the municipal head tax about 50 years ago. 

The alkal txa wanted a new orinanza because it was making noises at night. It turned out 

that the orinanza had a little hole in it where rats entered and rattled the contents. According 
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to this man's friend, the orinanza contained two small saints, a string 25 varas long to 

measure land, and a catechism, which the rats had largely finished off. Siegel had similar 

descriptions of the contents of the orinanza noting, however, that it also contained the 

town's land titles (ibid:68). The land titles, measuring string, and idea that the orinanza 

contained the center of the world point to the fact that the alkal txa made a claim to exercise 

legitimate control over San Miguel Acatan's lands. San Miguel Acatan was the mero centro 

del mundo and the alkal txa legitimately exercised power fi:om there. The San Caspar chest 

was much smaller and reportedly contains names of all those bom in the town and those 

who requested a prayer from the alkal txa (ibid:68). Other towns in the area had similar 

chests with similar contents (Davis 1970:261; Esselbom 1959; Oakes 1951:66-7; Watanabe 

1992:204). 

In addition to the native religious hierarchy a less formal practice of religion involving more 

personal matters relied on shaman-diviners, variously called zahorines, chimanes, or 

chumlones. A similar system existed in Santiago Chimaltenango, where Watanabe 

classifies the formal religious hierarchy as a 'cult of the community' "concerned mainly 

with local administrative affairs" and ritual practice involving the well-being of the 

community as a whole. Religious practice stmcturing personal conditions and morality, 

divination, and curing constituted a 'cult of the soul'. Shaman-diviners officiated in these 

rituals. No formal organization existed and the two groups only overlapped in the shaman-

diviner who served as an advisor to the alkal txa (Watanabe 1992:185ff). 

A group of older men called principales also played a role in traditional religion in San 

Miguel Acatm. They had previously served in high office and were responsible for 

selecting new members of the religious hierarchy. Principales also selected candidates for 

political office. It is unclear if it was the same group of men who selected both groups of 
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officials or if, as is more likely, 'principal' is a term witti multiple referents. Although that 

was the case in many other towns in which civil and religious offices formed part of a 

single integrated system, in San Miguel Acatan there was a clear distinction between civil 

and religious offices. The existence of at least two groups of principales is more likely 

since the office of alkal txa was restricted to a patrilineal family group. The formal 

organization of these groups, if any, is difficult to ascertain. Additionally, the term 

principal refers to older respected men in general. Despite these confusions, it is clear that 

older men who had previously held religious office selected new officials and continued to 

play an important role. Their control of civil and religious offices formed one of the bases 

of the gerentocracy which ruled the community. 

The maestros cantadores (master singers) formed another group of religious officials. 

They date from the introduction of Catholicism in the sixteenth century (Borg 1985). They 

sang rimal Catholic music in Latin at the church on days of worship, on All Saints Day in 

the cemetery, and at funerals. Their relationship with the alkal txa and priests is unclear. 

The maestros cantadores were more closely linked to Catholic ritual and yet, more often 

than not, participated on community ritual occasions with the alkal txa. New maestros 

cantadores were selected by current maestros cantadores and did not depend on inherited 

status. Nor was the selection of new members controlled by the priest, according to 

contemporary recollections. Maestros cantadores apparently formed a distinct class of 

native religious officials. La Farge reported that in Santa Eulalia maestros cantadores knew 

how to read and write and, "would probably step into the position of the Catholic priest, 

were this village left long enough alone" (La Farge 1947:82). He also claimed that in 

Jacaltenango the maestros cantadores taught the Catechism to children. Thus, as in the case 

of alkal txa, the maestro cantador is a form which existed throughout the Huehuetenango 

region but whose specific characteristics varied firom town to town. 
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The priest played a limited yet important role in traditional religion in officiating in baptisms 

and at the Fiesta. According to George Ratermann, the Mary knoll priest who served in San 

Miguel Acatan from 1950 to 1953, "Guatemalan Indians all want baptism. They say it 

makes their children 'human beings'" (Ratermann 1958:11). La Farge commented, "they 

require him [the priest] only for baptism and the Fiesta.... the Indians believe that baptism 

is necessary and that the Fiesta would be incomplete without the priest's assistance" (La 

Farge 1947:81). Previous to 1945 the priest living in Soloma visited San Miguel Acatan 3 

times a year - for the fiesta in September, for Corpus Cristi in June or July, and in January 

or February. Some years the priest only visited two times. The visits during the fiesta 

typically lasted 3 days and the others 2 days. His primary task during the fiesta was to 

baptize children. From 1930 to 1944 priests averaged about 305 baptisms each September 

fiesta. The fiesta baptisms accounted for almost 75% of the total baptisms (see Appendix 

A.) By concentrating the bulk of the baptisms on the fiesta days, emphasis was placed on 

baptism as the means for a distinctively migueleno end. Baptism linked infants to San 

Miguel, the patron saint of the town, not to a universal Catholic Church. In addition, 

priests worked in subordination to, or at least in conjunction with, the alkal txa. When 

priests arrived in San Miguel, alkal txa escorted them from the borders of the municipio to 

the church. Thus, prior to the arrival of Maryknoll priests in 1945, priests operated as an 

integral part of traditional religion which emphasized local concerns. Ratermann observed 

that miguelenos thought baptism necessary to become human beings. He should have 

added that the time, place, and manner in which it was performed demonstrated that it was 

thought necessary to produce a specific kind of human being, a migueleno. 
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The context in which miguelenos constructed their sense of community shifted dramatically 

during the Guatemalan Revolution (1945-1954). Siegel, who had done fieldwork in San 

Miguel Acat^ during the reign of Ubico observed profound changes in the political, 

economic, and social aspects of the community. He stated. 

The Revolution of October, 1944, is likely to prove to be the most decisive event in 
the history of Guatemala since the original conquest in the sixteenth century. More 
important changes have been taking place during the last eight years than in the 
several hundred years before the Revolution. Indian life particularly, which had 
long stagnated under the dominance and usually dictatorid mle of the non-Indian 
minority, appears to be in the process of profound transformation (Siegel 
1954:165). 

Siegel gave three reasons for the rapid changes - the reorganization of municipal 

government structure which gave Indians effective control, the abolition of forced labor, 

and the initiation of contraband traffic on a large scale (ibid: 174-5). 

The political reforms introduced at the beginning of the Guatemalan Revolution allowed 

Indians to control San Miguel Acatan's local government. The transition to effective local 

governance was accompanied by the organization of national political parties in San 

Miguel. From 1935 to 1945 an intendente, appointed by the central government, controlled 

the municipal government with the assistance of a municipal secretary, also a ladino 

appointed by the central govenmient. A municipal board, made up of 4 regidores and 1 

smdico, was elected but exercised little power. The first regidor was ladino. The 

indigenous council members were selected by principales in the town and villages. 

Elections were held but no opposition candidates ran (Siegel 1972). After 1945, however, 

a mayor was popularly elected from among several candidates supported by national 
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parties. During the period from 1945 to 1960, records of which I have examined, no 

ladino was elected to municipal office.^ The Indian-controlled municipal board appointed 

the ladino officials including the municipal secretary, his assistant, and the treasurer who 

performed many of the day to day and bureaucratic tasks of govemance. 

Ladino anxiety about being subject to Indians at the local level manifested itself immediately 

and continuously. The first elections for municipal office during the Guatemalan 

Revolution were held January 7, 1945. The four offices were filled by five Indians, each 

of whom were anonymously elected with 169 votes, including Antonio Pedro Aguirre, 

who was elected smdico (the highest office in these elections) who would, a year later, be 

among the first miguelenos to be married by the Maryknoll priest and be one of the 

strongest supporters of orthodox Catholicism. The unanimous voting indicates that 

principales probably controlled elections in these first elections. Three days later after the 

elections 41 ladino residents in San Miguel Acatan (which must have included almost all 

adult ladinos), sent a letter to departmental officials protesting that no ladinos were elected, 

as required by law. The letter they sent revealed their unease with the new political reality, 

as shown below. 

como las elecciones de que venimos hablando no se practicaron de conformidad 
con las leyes citadas, sino que fue al capricho de la raza indfgena, no se pudo llevar 
a cabo... Por tal motivo, los principales vecinos ladinos de ambos sexos de la 
localidad, no deseando ser atropellados de parte de una autoridad compuesta solo 
de indigenas, rogamos al senor Jefe Poh'tico, hacer que se cumpla las leyes vigentes 
para que cuando sea creado nuevamente el Alcalde Municipal se conceda el 
elemento conciente que la Alcaldfa Municipal, sea desempenada por una persona 
ladina, serviendose ordenar se eliga persona conciente para Regidor primoero por 
lo siguiente: si se nos ponen Alcalde indfgena, como no se le escapa al Senor Jefe 
Politico, tendriamos que ser vfctimas multiples atropelleados de parte de estos, por 
que como es de conocimiento publico el ladino siempre es odiado por el indfgena. 

3 In 1954 and 1955 three ladinos, Rafael Rios Reclnos, Juan Herrera Castillo, and Rogelio Rivera 
Casteneda, were consecutively appointed alcalde. They replaced a Maya, Jos6 Andres Marcos 
who had been elected in November 1953. When the next elections were held in late 1955 
another Indian, Andr6s Francisco, was elected alcalde. 
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2° - al goipe de vista nuestros pueblos marcharian en prfundo [sic] retroceso por 
que como tambien es bien sabido, el indio es enemigo del progreso y lo que se 
haria era destruir lo poco bueno que se ha hecho. - Pues como llevamos dicho para 
eviiar que no seamos victimas, de atropellos, es muy indispensable que un pueblo 
como este sea respresentado por elementos concientes y capacitados y partidarios 
de progreso y velar por los intereses generales del Municipio; por lo tanto el sexo 
masculino como el feminino, ruegen al senor Jefe Politico que ordenar para primer 
Regidor se convoque el vecendario para nuestras elecciones, para no tergiversar lo 
estatuido por nuestras leyes Patrias que aun estan vigentes y segun Decreto emitado 
por la Honorable Junta Revolucionaria de Gobiemo, las Municipalidad, deben 
continuar como estan, y como gozamos de plena Democracia, las minorias deben 
siempre estar representados.- (Archivo General de Centroamerica:Jefetura Polftica 
folio 47842) 

The departmental officials (Juez de Primera Instancia) apparently agreed with the ladino 

petition. A ladino, Ricardo Palacios, served as first regidor, until the municipal 

government was completely reorganized with an alcalde one year later. The departmental 

or national governments did not, however, accede to ladino demands that the alcalde or at 

least first regidor be ladino. The first alcalde of San Miguel Acat^ in the post-Ubico 

period was Juan P. Mendez, an Indian who began his term in office in January 1946 and 

who, seven months later would be married by the Maryknoll priest along with two of the 

four regidores. 

The ladinos' petition to the departmental officials voiced fears felt among many ladinos 

nationwide at the start of the Guatemalan Revolution - Indians hated ladinos and were 

'enemies of progress'. Newspaper accounts from Guatemala City of Indian unrest in rural 

areas in late 1944 show similar fears on the part of urban ladinos (Adams 1990). 

In San Miguel Acatan, as in other Indian towns, younger men became active in the political 

process which was contested at the local level by national political parties. Siegel observed 

that younger men in San Miguel Acatan had a "keen interest in political affairs" and 

organized themselves in national political parties which were quickly taking over the 
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selection of candidates from principales. He also noted that most men serving in elective 

office were between 24 and 35 (Siegel 1972:43). One migueleno recalled how national 

politics supported by the younger generation of men played itself out on the local scene. 

He told me of Pedro Mendez, a man in his late twenties who later would lead the group of 

miguelenos to kidnap and bum San Miguel, who campaigned for Juan Jose Arevalo. 

Pedro Mendez said that if Arevalo won everyone was going to wear shoes, have things, 

and be free. He drew a picture of com and told his audience that they would eat better. 

And, according to my informant, that's exactly what happened - Arevalo brought freedom 

and prosperity. 

When miguelenos speak of the liberty Arevalo introduced, the political emancipation of 

Indians on the local level is only a part of what they mean. They also refer to the economic 

changes which allowed, as Siegel observed, "An extraordinary development... in certain 

sectors of San Miguel Acatan's economy" (Siegel 1954:166). Forced labor laws were 

discontinued and the substantial number of miguelenos who continued to work as seasonal 

workers reported better working conditions. The end of forced labor, combined with laxer 

control of the border, allowed miguelenos to devote more time and effort to a traditional 

activity - smuggling, which quickly expanded in scope to became one of the town's major 

economic activities. Only Indians engaged in running contraband because, as an older 

ladino told me, "It was dangerous for ladinos. They carried heavy loads - a ladino 

couldn't stand it." Perhaps ladinos also had more secure economic ventures. Miguelenos 

smuggled a variety of goods - hats, liquor (Gusano de Oro, Tequila Numero Uno, 

Bacarit), clothes, cloth, cigarettes, etc. They walked from San Miguel Acatan to the 

border. After crossing the border they traveled by bus to Comitan. Some more ambitious 

smugglers also ventured to more distant parts of Mexico and even bought trucks for travel 

inside of Mexico. Once back inside Guatemala they traveled alone or in small groups. 
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Contraband goods were then sold in San Miguel Acatan, neighboring towns, or transported 

to larger towns, including Guatemala City. Siegel estimated that 60 to 100 men were 

involved in smuggling (ibid: 167). 

Contraband offered large profits and also fueled other forms of economic activity. The 

Sunday market boomed, the number of stores increased from 1 store owned by a ladino 

before the Revolution to 5 big ladino stores and 8 smaller Indians ones, and more than 300 

Indians bought sewing machines to manufacture huipiles (traditional Indian blouses) using 

cloth smuggled from Mexico (ibid). One migueleno who smuggled goods in this period 

told me that he could buy a vara of cloth to make a huipil for 1 peso in Mexico. In 

Guatemala he sold the cloth for 1 quetzal, which was work more than 10 times as much as 

the peso. Most of those who bought the cloth, in turn, used sewing machines to 

manufacture huipils and then sell them in neighboring towns. Thus smuggling supported a 

broad economic expansion in San Miguel Acatan. 

Lead mining also provided a new source of income for miguelenos. El Rosario and Bola 

de Oro iron mines, located in the valley adjacent to the town of San Miguel Acatan, had 

been active off and on during the first part of this cenmry. In September of 1950 the 

Guatemalan Congress awarded a contract to the Compama Minera de Huehuetenango, a 

mining company linked to an American concern, to operate the mines.-^ Some miguelenos 

secured work there. The work given to miguelenos, however, was so low paying and 

dangerous that most preferred to work in seasonal agricultural labor on the coast. Some 

semi-skilled jobs were given to miguelenos but most of those were given to workers from 

outside the municipality. The company did pay taxes to the municipality but those taxes 

Decreto de Congreso #760, 23 Sept. 1950 (Archivo Municipal, Actas de la Corporacion 
Municipal: 27 October 1956) 
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were never at the level sought by San Miguel Acatan. The payment of taxes was uneven 

and never exceeded 10% of the municipahty's income. In fact, taxes paid on lead by small 

scale operators before 1950 were more consistent and formed a greater share of the 

municipality's income. 

The political and economic changes wrought by the Revolution were also accompanied by 

changes in the way miguelenos thought of themselves as Indians. Siegel noted that 

hundreds of men had abandoned the traditional capixhay and had begun to wear Western 

clothing. Indians families were also building 2 story houses, building separate rooms for 

kitchens, and eagerly sending their male children to school. Miguelenos thought of school 

as an entree into national hfe. Children learned Spanish in schools and could thus 

participate more fully in exuralocal affairs, according to miguelenos. The root of this, 

"entirely new progressive spirit... increasingly gripping the Indians of San Miguel AcatM" 

was a new confidence in dealing with ladinos. Indians repeatedly expressed to Siegel, 

"Now we are free and equal to Ladinos" (Siegel 1972:43). 

Political consciousness and the (mis)recognition of equality on the local level, however, 

did not mean that tiiey were fully conscious of national level structures which perpemated 

their domination. Warren has detailed how converts to orthodox Catholicism in the 

Kaqchikel town of San Andres Semetabaj gained an understanding of their subordination in 

ethnic and class terms. Nevertheless, by thinking of local ladinos as the source of 

oppression they failed to realize the larger system which perpetuationed their domination 

(Warren 1989:176). An analogous dynamic seems to have occured during the Revolution 

in San Miguel Acatan. Miguelenos celebrated their greater equality with ladinos at the local 

level because of political and economic changes. If they felt that they had acheived real 
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parity with ladinos, however, they were overly optimistic and still mystified as to the 

national political system in which they Uved. 

The Arrival of MaryknoU Priests - 1945-1950 

Vino el padre y vino Jesuscristo en la Iglesia y mataron a todo el costumbre y asi ya toda la 
gente esta libre y nada mas, 

- Juan Jose Xuncax 

MaryknoU Father A1 Smith arrived in San Miguel Acatan on February 5, 1946, as the 

municipality was being to experience the profound political, economic, and social changes 

detailed above. Father Smith narrated his arrival in the following diary entry: 

On the fifth of February set out for my parish of San Miguel. I hired a truck to haul my 
vestment case, assorted clothing, softbdl bat, and, blushingly stated, toilet seat,^ to the 
top of the mountain range. My gift horse I had sent up the day before to rest over 
night. Five in the morning we pulled out and met the fifteen mozos or native carriers, 
and five mules. I didn't have the heart to watch them struggle with the vestment case 
so set out rapidly on my faithful bay. The six hour ride [from Soloma] passed rapidly, 
five riders met me at the half way mark and at the village itself the Mayan were out with 
fife and drum to accompany me to the Convento. 

He was exited to get started working in his parish which included San Miguel Acatan, San 

Rafael la Independencia, and San Sebastian Coatan - "All told thirty thousand red little 

Indians [who], knowingly or no, are looking to me as their Good Shepherd." Of his 

parishioners he commented. 

They have all received baptism and all bum candles, that is the beginning and end of 
their Catholicity. Thru no fault of their own they are no more than baptized pagans.... 
However there are a number of them in good, if ignorant faith who are anxious to 
learn. I am in no hurry to administer Holy Eucharist which no more than three have yet 
received. My work will concentrate itself on the young and those elders of whose state 
of mind I can have some assurance (Mission Diaries :1(4), January - February 1946, 

5 The phrase about the toilet seat was edited out for the reading of this diary entry to the MaryknoU 
seminarians 
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Smith). 

To understand how and why an American Maryknoll priest ended up in San Miguel Acatan 

in 1946 one has to trace back in the historical record church-state relations in Guatemala 

and China. The Cathohc Church in Guatemala in the early 1940's was weak institutionally 

as a result of almost 75 years of sharp anti-clericalism dating from the Liberal Revolution of 

1871 - "Perhaps the longest and most severe restriction that the Catholic church has 

suffered in Latin America" (Adams 1970:278). The Liberals expelled almost all foreign 

clergy, confiscated Church properties, secularized education, and refused to recognize 

Church marriages. In a 1872 decree President Barrios labeled the Catholic Church, "a 

handicap to the reforms of modem society which proscribes theocracy in the name of 

liberty, of progress, and of the sovereignty of the people" (Hollerman 1949; 170). The 

Liberal reforms reduced the number of priests in Guatemala to 119. In 1943 Guatemala 

still had only 120 priests, mainly staffing urban parishes. The department of 

Huehuetenango had three, two in the departmental capital and one in Chiantla (ibid:235-6; 

Martinez, n.d.rl). 

Ubico began the slow process of allowing the Catholic Church a greater role in national 

life. In 1937 he appointed a papal nuncio and allowed the archbishop to invite some Jesuits 

into the country (Adams 1970:280). On April 12,1942 the papal nuncio wrote Maryknoll 

Superior General James Edward Walsh requesting that the order send missionaries to 

Guatemala (Fuller 1971:61). Ubico also invited Maristas and Salesians to send priests to 

Guatemala. The offer suited the Maryknoll Order well since over half of their 369 

members were in the war zone, principally in China and Japan. In fact, in December 1941, 

in the wake of Pearl Harbor, Maryknollers decided to commit missionaries to South 

America and, on April 5, 1942, sent its first missionaries to Latin America (McDonald 
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1992:154-5). The Maryknoll order was, like most Catholic orders, fiercely anti-

communist. This stance put their work in China in danger. Thus, the MaryknoIIers were 

eagerly searching for new fields of missionary endeavor at the time of the invitation from 

Guatemala. In March 1943 the first two Maryknoll missionaries traveled to Guatemala. 

Fathers Clarence Witte and Arthur Allie, the first two Maryknoll priests in Guatemala, 

arrived as guests of the Archbishop of Guatemala, Monsenor Mariano Rossell y Arellano. 

Father Witte had worked in Japan, been intemed and had recently been part of a prisoner 

exchange. Father Allie was a missionary in Japanese-occupied China who had been 

expelled. During their six month stay in Guatemala City the two priests traveled to the 

Pacific and Atlantic Coasts, the Verapaces, Solola, Jalapa, Escuintla, and, finally, 

Huehuetenango, in search for an area to establish a new mission field. They decided to 

work in the department of Huehuetenango because it had good prospects for 

evangelization, was big enough to absorb a large number of missionaries, and was 

relatively inaccessible to outside interference, which would allow them to work as they 

pleased (Kelly 1970:1). The two MaryknoIIers were joined by three more in 1944. Their 

visas had been approved by the government of Ponce (July to October 1944). They had 

been admitted to Guatemala more because of that fact of their American citizenship than of 

their clerical status - it would not be until the post-Revolution government of Castillo 

Armas (1955-1957) that foreign clergy would be freely admitted (Fuller 1971:64; Kelly 

1970:2). 

Fathers Witte and Allie arrived in Huehuetenango, the departmental capital of 

Huehuetenango, in August 1943. In October 1943 Father Witte became the parish priest in 

San Pedro Soloma. On January 30, 1943 he made his first visit to San Miguel Acatan. 

which was one of the towns under his jurisdiction, on his way to visit Jacaltenango. He 
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noted with surprise that it was cleaner than other villages and even had some electric lights. 

Like other towns, the village market had encroached on church land and ladino squatters 

occupied part of the convent. On the positive side. Father Witte commented that the 

convent had a bathtub (Mission Diaries :1(2), February in Soloma, Witte). In September 

Father Witte attended San Miguel Acatan's fiesta. He was again impressed by the place 

and its people and noted their respectfulness. He wrote that 

Another point of credit for San Miguel is the fact that diis was the first place where I 
got fuU cooperation in keeping the marimbas quiet during Mass. On arrival I simply 
instructed the "principales", as I always do at each place, that there must be no marimba 
played during Mass, else there would be no Mass. They simply said "All right, we'll 
stop them." And they did. In other places they always say: "All right, we'll stop 
them." But they don't. In San Miguel, however, each day during Mass there was 
absolute quiet (Mission Diaries :1(2), September 1944, Witte). 

In addition to cooperative principales and a progressive attitude the town had two other 

compelling reasons to assign a full-time priest, according to Witte - Protestant missionaries 

were in the town while few ladinos were. 

In fact, three other towns received MaryknoU priests before San Miguel Acatan - Chiantla, 

Malacatan, and Jacaltenango. At the next fiesta of San Miguel in September 1945 the 

town's fumre priest. Father A1 Smith, visited the town for the first time. He was being 

trained by Father Witte in Soloma. He baptized children until his arm and back were sore. 

He concluded 

The fiesta was in the terms of the people 'muy alegre' with marimbas and fireworks 
competing throughout the whole night and with a great flow of the national beverage of 
raw alcohol, aguardiente. But San Miguel has grand possibilities and I hope I shall 
soon be able to bring them to realization (Mission Diaries ;1(3), September 1945, 
Smith). 

In February 1946, as noted above. Father Smith began his tenure as priest of San Miguel 
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Acatan. As a condition of posting a priest to the town, the Maryknollers extracted a 

promise that the town would not use church land for the market (Mission Diaries : 1(3), 

November Diary, Smith). Miguelenos also began to renovate the convent. 

Father Smith only remained eight months in San Miguel Acatan. Alness forced him to 

leave. But during his brief tenure he established many of the bases of Maryknoll work in 

the town - stressing marriage as a key sacrament, shifting away from baptism only during 

the fiesta to baptism year-round, and organizing miguelenos within church groups. There 

did not seem to be any overt confrontations with traditional religious leaders during Father 

Smith's stay. 

In seeking to introduce a universal Catholic faith based on sacraments. Father Smith 

stressed marriage as a key symbol of commitment to the Catholic faith. Miguelenos 

remember that previous to the Maryknollers, very few married. In fact, this was only 

partially true. Marriage was rare from at least 1898 to 1945 although 359 marriages were 

performed in 1916 and 97 in 1918.^ Maryknollers iimnediately began to encourage 

marriage. An old migueleno carpenter who worked on preparing the convent for Father 

Smith recalled that the priest pressured the workers to get married. The first marriages in 

San Miguel Acat^ did not come until at least two months later, though. He did at least 31 

marriages - about 4 times as many as had been performed in the town from 1918 to 1945. 

Among these marriages were many prominent miguelenos. As was mentioned above, this 

included Juan Pedro Mendez, the mayor, and two of his four regidores. Another 

® Miguelenos claim few married because of priestly neglect. These numbers - 456 mamages in 
two years - si;ggest an alternative explanation: that, at least for many years, most of the eligible 
couples had been married. However, this rash of marraiges were due to atypical conditions -the 
1916 peak corresponded to a tour of the region by the Archbishop of Morelia, Mexico and in1918 
the priest, according to his notation in the margin of the marriage book, charged $10 for each 
marriage. Thus, the marriages in 1916 and 1918 do not represent a concentrated effort at 
introducing a full sacramental Catholicism to San Miguel Acatan. 



prominent migueleiio married by Father Smith was Jose Matfas, nicknamed 'el 

iicenciado'(the lawyer) for his ability to speak Spanish and negotiate the bureaucratic maze 

of goverrunent offices and regulations on behalf of fellow migueleiios. Older miguelenos 

recalled that it was difficult for the priest to convince Jose Matfas to accept orthodox 

Catholicism but after he did, Jose Matfas brought many others into the fold through his 

persuasiveness and example. 

During Father Smith's stay the time of year baptisms were performed underwent a 

fundamental shift. From 1930 to 1945, when there was no full-time priest in the town, 

almost 75% of the baptisms took place on the days of the fiesta of San Miguel in late 

September. In 1946, however, only about 188 of the 536 baptism performed, or 35%, 

were done during the September fiesta. Father Smith claimed that migueieno demand was 

responsible for this change. He wrote that on a typical Sunday, after finishing services, he 

set up a table and, "The visitors crowd around my desk three waves deep. Some want to 

arrange for baptisms, others to buy penny catechisms, the majority just to stare. Some old 

women will bring in a bag of black beans of a few ears of com. The morning winds itself 

up with baptisms, an average of ten (Mission Diaries :1(4), March, Smith)." As will be 

discussed in detail below, the change firom concentrating baptisms during the fiesta days to 

throughout the year at the convenience of the priest demonstrated a shift fi-om baptism as 

linked symbolically primarily to San Miguel to linked primarily to the priest and the tenets 

of universal Catholicism. 

Father Smith quickly organized a broad range of religious services and classes. In his first 

month, he established a Missa Recitata every morning and recited the rosary to a stame of 

Mary in the afternoon. He claimed that the principales of the town attended both of these 

services. The priest also taught three doctrine classes a week for children, two for men. 
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and two for women. Although its sounds like many instimtional forms of Catholicism 

were quickly established, there is some reason to doubt how successful the priest's 

ambitious plans were - by August only 23 children had taken their First Communion and 

for a Sunday when a senior Maryknoller visited, when Father Smith would have 

presumably tried to muster as many attendees as possible, only twelve miguelenos showed 

up (Considine 1946:282). However, some evidence would suggest that miguelenos 

continued to participate in more traditional endeavors in relation to the church. Father 

Smith reported that he was able to attract 130 miguelenos on one day to help renovate the 

convent. Such assistance would have corresponded to traditional ideas of communal work 

groups which could be called together on the authority of the principales for projects would 

benefit the community. 

From all the available evidence. Father Smith and the traditional religious leaders did not 

clash during his brief tenure in San Miguel Acatan. As one migueleno recalled, "Cuando 

Uegaron el primero [padre] los alkal txa les daba una bienvenida. Ya pasado un poco de 

tiempo se daba cuenta que lo que hacian los norteamericanos era un poco diferente. Y los 

norteamericanos se daban cuenta que [los alkal txa] eran diferentes, tambien." One can 

imagine that at first traditionalists, as the quote suggests, were honored by the presence of 

the new priest and assumed that he would act as previous priests had. Recall Father 

Witte's satifaction in 1945 that the principales quited the marimba during Mass. Although 

they soon realized that they were dealing with a very different kind of priest, in Father 

Sn:uth's eight month long tenure conflicts did not have the time to develop into sharp 

confrontations. Had he stayed longer this might have been different, as suggested by his 

observation in August 1946 of, "a nasty undercurrent of talk that Sacramental Catholicism 

is for the ladino alone.... prompted by the sacudenes or native priests who see their 

overlordship threatened by all this talk of obeying the Commandments, praying with a pure 
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heart, receiving Matrimony and Holy Communion." Although the priest played an 

important part in traditional rehgious rimal in baptizing and attending the fiesta. Father 

Smith's more inclusive ambitiouns would have been obvious to the traditionalists by 

August. Father Smith was also moving to displace the u-aditionalists from one of their key 

responsibiUties - organizing the fiesta of San Miguel. He reported making plans for the 

fiesta through the Caballeros of the Sacred Heart, a Catholic men's organization (Mission 

Diaries : 1(4), August, Smith). This must have appeared to the traditionalists as a deep 

affront. Also of concern must have been the fact that the priest had attracted many 

influential miguelenos, such as the mayor, to his fold. Thus the priest clearly had an 

agenda hostile to the ttaditionalists and support for it. The reason that this did not quickly 

develop into open conflict was that Father Smith left San Miguel Acatan because of illness 

by the end of the year. San Miguel Acatan did not receive another full-time pastor for about 

two more years, when Father George Ratermann began his four year tenure in the town. 

Father George Ratermann - 1950-1953 

Father George Ratermann arrived as San Miguel Acatan's resident priest in time for the 

fiesta in September 1949. Between late 1946, when Father Smith left, and September 

1949, the town was visited only sporadically by priests. The practice of performing the 

majority of baptisms during the fiesta reasserted itself - during the years from 1947 to 1949 

88% of all baptisms were done at the time of the September fiesta. The number of 

marriages performed dropped dramatically, too - it seems unlikely that more than 13 
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marriages were performed these three years7 Thus when Father Ratermann began his time 

in San Miguel Acatan. orthodox Catholic religious practice had largely lapsed. He had to 

reestablish Catholicism again but this time the native religious practitioners had a much 

better idea, based on their own previous experience and the continuing experience of 

nearby towns, of the dramatic shifts in religious practice the priest meant to introduce. 

Father Ratermaim, perhaps owing to Maryknoll's longer experience in the area, recognized 

this resistence and created a pastoral plan to surmount it. 

Father Ratfirmann described his plan of action in an April 1953 diary entry. At that point he 

had labored in San Miguel Acat^ for three and a half years and was preparing to leave. 

From his years of experience and with an eye to influencing future missionaries to 

Guatemala. Father Ratermann offered his view of converting the heathen Catholics. 

Father Ratermann described the work of the Maryknoll priest in Huehuetenango as, 

"converting pagans to Christianity". Indians, he writes, "combine the old religion with 

Catholicism". His advice to fiimre missionaries is that: 

The situation is a delicate one. You might say at first glance: "March right in. tell 
them the truth about the Church. Tell them they must leave off practicing their old 
reUgion." But that won't work. They've been going along combining both 
religions for a long time. They firmly believe they are Catholics and real Catholics. 
If you tell them they are not, they will more than likely think you are the one 
changing things: you are a Protestant. Besides, even if you succeeded in 
convincing some right off, you would alienate the large majority who can probably 
by brought round by easy handling. 

Still, you can't afford to let them believe you[re all for the old ways. The best 
course seems to be to ignore the superstitions as far as you can; to avoid any open 
clear conflicts with it. Don't say it's good, but don't come out flatly and publicly 
against it. Win the friends you can. Explain the situation quietly to them. Insist 

^ 13 civil marriages were perfonmed from 1947-1949. Tiie records for church marriages for these 
years are unavailable. From an analysis of other years where the numbers of civil and church 
mamages are available, and from oral history accounts, it is clear that the large majority of those 
marrying civilly immediately mamed in the church. 
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that they drop their old ways but without any noisy denunciations. Build your 
congregation quietly. Teach them the docttine thoroughly. Never come to an open 
knockdown fight with the opposition. The Catholics will keep on increasing till 
some day the old religion is dead (Mission Diaries : 1(6). April 1953, Ratermann). 

In an article for The Field Afar titled 'The People of the Pagan Cross', Father Ratermann 

offered a few more observations - offering medical services often allowed a priest the 

chance to establish a positive reputation; marriage was a key profession of faith in orthodox 

Catholicism; those who accept marriage and Catholicism were often ridiculed by their 

traditionalist neighbors; and a fierce reaction against the priest often follows success 

(Ratermann 1953). 

By all evidence. Father Ratermarm followed his advice to maintain a low profile and slowly 

build a base of believers. About 50 to 60 families practiced orthodox Catholicism (Siegel 

1954:170). He married couples but it took two years before he married as many per year 

as Father Smith did in 1946. He continued the practice of baptizing year round - only 30% 

of baptisms were performed during the fiesta. His relationship with the alkal txa as distant 

but ftiendly. His basic strategy was to leave them alone and antagonize them as little as 

possible. 

Father Ratermann did feel confident enough to establish one new practice. He directed the 

construction of a chapel dedicated to San Jose in the village of Coya. Father Ratermann 

recalled that the villagers of Coya were among the friendliest of all his parishioners 

(personal communication, 3/13/96). Their receptiveness to orthodox Catholicism and 
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support for a chapel makes sense in terms of their history.® Coya had since colonial times 

sought recognition from the state as an independent territorial entity. However, until 1945 

it was part of Jacaltenango. In 1945 Coya was annexed to San Miguel Acatan. Thus, by 

building a chapel in the aldea people from Coya sought to decrease their dependence on the 

town center. 

Establishment of Orthodox Catholicism at the Center of San Miguel Acatan: 

Father James Scanlon - 1954-1956 

A 1959 Maryknoll document titled "Preliminary Papers Towards a Mission Manual" stated. 

Here in Guatemala the 'costumbre' represents a definite problem and there is not too 
much that can be saved because of the pagan overtones that pervade most Indian 
practices. As the years go by the line of demarcation becomes clearer. In the early 
days the 'costumbre' was not too clearly understood and the Indians were curious 
as to what "this new doctrine" might be about. Now the simation is clearer on both 
sides. The missioner know for the most part just what things must be given up if 
an Indian is to embrace the faith and the Lidian knows there is no compromise 
(Mission Diaries :2(6):9). 

In San Miguel Acatan by 1953 the line between traditional religious practice and orthodox 

Catholicism was very clear. Father James Scanlon, the priest who replaced Father 

Ratermaim in 1954, aggressively pursued the consolidation of orthodoxy through the 

institutionalization of a catechetical system, building chapels in outlying villages, and 

remodeling the church in the town center. 

® In the late 1960's and 1970's when the evangelical Central American Church gained many 
followers in San Miguel Acatan, Coya again led the municipality in conversions. Support in Coya 
was so strong, in fact, that the American evangelical missionary built a house in Coyd in the mid-
1970's. In the late 1970's and early 1980's Coyi was also known as a center for guemlla support, 
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The catechetical system introduced by Father Scanlon was a variant of Accidn Catolica, a 

movement designed to renovate die spirimal base of the church through lay participation. It 

was introduced to Guatemala by Rafael Gonzalez Estrada in the 1930's. He was then a 

parish priest in eastem Guatemala (Diocesis del Quiche 1994:38-9). By 1953 he was 

Auxiliary Bishop of the diocese of Quetzaltenango, to which Huehuetenango belonged, and 

introduced the system to Maryknoll priests. His catechetical program rehed on a large 

number of volunteer catechists whom were brought together on a frequent basis for 

doctrinal instruction by the priest. The catechists were expected, in Uim, to disseminate the 

teachings to their local communities. Specifically, in each village or population center, a 

four man junta was organized. Other catechists augmented this number until, ideally, one 

catechist existed for every five families in the village. The catechists met weekly on 

Sunday with the priest for instruction and inspiration. Each catechist received an 

identification card and pledged to spread the faith (McGuinness 1955). 

Two weeks after Father Ratermann departed Father Scanlon was in the villages setting up 

juntas, recmiting catechists, and extracting promises to build village chapels. In July 1954 

he visited the villages of Poza, Coya (which already had a chapel), Paiconop, Chimban, 

Suntelaj, and Yalaj. A typical description of his visits reads: 

The fu-st [village I visited] was Poza. After spending two days there - the 6th and 
7th of July - we accomplished much. First of all we gave the name of St. Thomas 
Aquinas to the town; the people promised to start building a chapel in honor of St. 
Thomas in December and I promised to donate the stame when the chapel was 
finished; and lastly, a junta of four catechists was set up and I got the names of 15 
who wanted to be catechists (Mission Diaries : 1(6), July, August, and September, 
Scanlon). 

The miguelenos' enthusiasm quickly faded or was more apparent than real. About a year 

later only about 50 of die 250 catechists signed up were still active (Mission Diaries :1(6), 
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November 1955, Scanlon). And only three of the chapels - in Poza, Suntelaj. and Yalaj -

-were built (Archivo Parroquial, San Miguel Acatan). 

Father Scanlon also began major renovations of the church which, at the time, "looked like 

a bam - with its straw roof; dirt floor; black walls from the smoke of candles; collapsing 

balcony and altars within the church of mud and stone on which sat weird looking boxes 

within which were the statues, or santos, as the people called them, clothed in dirty rags" 

(Mission Diaries :1(6), November 1955, Scanlon). The priest directed the work which 

removed the saints' boxes, tore out the dirt altars, put in six windows, constructed a new 

balcony, and laid a tile floor. Most of the money was raised by miguelenos although 

traditionalists "didn't help with one centavo". 

The renovations of the church, especially the prohibitions against burning candles, 

provoked the traditionalists to protest. Burning candles in the church was an important part 

of traditional relgious practice. In miguelenos' narratives about changes the priests 

introduced, the prohibition against candles is ineveitably emphasized. In an attempt to 

inducing order and cleanliness. Father Scanlon disallowed burning candles throughout die 

church. He put in a couple of small tables near in front of the altar where candles could be 

placed. But people did not carefully stand their candles on end and instead. Father Scanlon 

wrote, "got the habit of just throwing the candles on the tables and before you knew it the 

flames would be ten feet high. I knew this because as I stood by the table the flame would 

be well over my head." In protest the traditionalists sent a complaint, signed by 500 

people, to the departmental govemor alleging that the priest refijsed to baptize, did not 

allow them in the church, and did not allow candles to be lit in the church. The govemor 

came to investigate and found the charges baseless. Father Scanlon took advantage of the 

situation, however, to accuse the traditionalists of defrauding the people on with a 
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collection they made for candles. The governor outlawed the collection of funds, ordered 

the mayor to enforce it, and, as punishment for the groundless complaint, prohibited 

candles from being burned in the church (Mission Diaries : 1(6), November 1955, 

Scanlon). Father Scanlon had outmaneuvered the traditionalists. He had successfully 

exercised his dominion over the church and enlisted the state in his support. 

At the same time Father Scanlon was moving to consolidate orthodox Catholicism in San 

Miguel Acatan, nature conspired to undermine the legitimacy of the alkal txa. As 

mentioned above, a major responsibility of the alkal txa was to perform the rimal necessary 

to insure good rains. However, in 1955 Huehuetenango suffered a drought. The price of 

com soared and the parish distributed free com and milk which they had obtained through 

UNICEF and from the United States through Catholic charity channels. The traditionalists 

might have argued that the drought was punishment for neglecting traditional worship. On 

the other hand, many might have concluded that the drought came despite the rituals of the 

alkal txa who, therefore, was ineffectual. 

By Father Scanlon's time two clear opposing blocks had developed - traditionalists and 

new orthodox Catholics. The active numbers of these groups were probably of about equal 

numbers but the Catholics were more powerful and expanding. The traditionalists were 

able to muster 500 signatures on their petition to the governor. Their active supporters 

could not have numbered any more than this. In the same diary. Father Scanlon claims that 

800 parishioners could receive communion. The parish also included the municipios of 

San Sebastian Coatan, where only a handful, if any orthodox Catholics lived, and San 

Rafael la Independencia, where the church had been well-received but must have been 

significantly smaller for lack of a full-time priest. Hence, it seems logical to assume about 

5(K) supporters of Catholicism in San Miguel Acatan at the time. 
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Orthodox Catholicism was gaining power in San Miguel Acatan. Father Scanlon's ability 

to secure the backing of the governor in support of his renovations and secure international 

food aid showed that he had access to powers beyond those available to the alkal txa. In 

addition, he had assembled a group of enthusiastic collaborators. He recorded that the 

parishioners eagerly contributed the majority of the funds for the church's renovations 

(Mission Diaries :1(6), July, August, September, Scanlon). Support and respect for the 

alkal txa, on the other hand, was diminishing. Furthermore, Catholic supporters could be 

recruited widely. Alkal txa and other traditional religious leaders, however, could only be 

recruited from elderly men of certain families. Smaller scale ritual, such as worship at 

family shrines, could be performed by a wider range of people but it was still primarily 

older men who did so. And as each year passed, this group became smaller. Recall that by 

Father Scanlon's time the MaryknoUers had been in San Miguel Acatan for ten years. If the 

first men to embrace orthodox Catholicism were in their late 30's or early 40s's in 1946. by 

1956 they would have been old enough so that they would have been moving into senior 

positions in the traditional religious hierarchy and assuming the leadership of family 

centered worship. But instead many were orthodox Catholics. The traditionalists would 

have been furthered weakened by deaths of elderly men. Additionally, the logic of geriatric 

rule, of which the tradtional relgious hierarchy formed a part, was breaking down as young 

men were able to expand their political and economic oppormnties. Conversion to 

orthodox Catholicism offered these young men the chance to also take positions of of 

leadership in religious matters. In short, orthodox Catholicism was expanding in power 

and membership whereas traditional religion, especially in its organized rimal form, was 

losing influence. 
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Father Scanlon's tenure as parish priest of San Miguel Acatan corresponded with the sharp 

reaction against the government of Arbenz, joined by the Catholic hierarchy, and the 

installation of Castillo Armas as president after a CIA-supported coup. The governments 

of Arevalo and Arbenz paid scant attention to the Catholic Church. Warren states, "while 

the revolutionary governments did not seek out the Church as an ally, neither did they 

persecute the Cathohc faith" (Warren 1989:89). Relations with the Maryknoll Order 

specifically were unstrained, at least until Arbenz. In fact, in 1947 Arevalo asked the order 

to expand their efforts in education. Although they could not comply due to a lack of 

manpower, the request indicates a cordial relationship (Fuller 1971:71-72). 

Although Arbenz (1951-1954) did not persecute the Catholic Church, members of the 

CathoUc hierarchy felt very threatened by the 'communist' leanings of his govemment. 

Communists, in fact, had very little influence in the govemment of Arbenz but communism 

was used as a justification for U.S. and domestic opposition to his govemment (Gleigeses 

1991; Handy 1994:170ff; Schlesinger and Kinzer 1982). Arbenz's opponents became 

increasingly vimlent after the approval of land reform in 1952. Archbishop Rossell joined 

the barrage of voices against Arbenz, warning in pastoral letters, the church newspaper, 

and sermons that the international communist conspiracy was taking root in Guatemala. He 

argued, along with other conservatives, that Indians were especially vulnerable to falling 

under influence of communists (Adams 1990; Handy I994:47ff; Warren 1989:89). His 

comments played on a long-standing fear of an Indian uprising. As the local priest of 

Chichicastenango warned Sol Tax in the 1930's - "If armed and a bit educated the Indians 

might some night massacre all of the Ladinos" (quoted in Handy 1994:54). 
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Maryknollers supponed the anti-communism of the church hierarchy. Their anti-

communism, however, by the historical experiences of the order. In 1950. following the 

U.S. invasion of Korea, the order had a serious falling out with the Chinese communists, 

who deported Maryknoll priests and sisters working in China to Hong Kong as suspected 

American spies. In fact, there was some truth to the accusation. Maryknoller Bishop 

Francis X. Ford of South China publicly supported Chang Kai-shek and passed 

information about communist troop movements to the American ambassador. He was 

imprisoned and died in a Chinese prison. The Chinese kept another Maryknoll bishop in 

prison until 1970 (Melville and Melville 1971:15). Thus, the experiences of the Maryknoll 

order, combined with the strong anti-communistic position of the American Catholic 

Church and Rome, predisposed it to support Archbishop Rossell's anti-communism 

(Lemoux 1993:8-17). Thomas Melville, who was assigned to San Miguel Acatan as his 

first assignment as a Maryknoller, was in the seminary at this time and recalled that Senator 

McCarthy was a hero to many seminarians. The seminarians read with great interest the 

diaries of their co-religionists being persecuted in China and identified with their 

"sufferings in our own flesh" (Melville and Melville 1971:15). He remembered that the 

seminarians were "all delighted to learn of Colonel Castillo Arma's successful invasion 

from Honduras" (ibid 1971:18). 

Maryknollers clearly feared that the Chinese experience could be repeated in Guatemala. A 

history of the order prepared by a Maryknoll priest in 1970 stated 

During the years 1952 to 1954 (July), the situation of the Catholic Church and 
especially of foreign priests was unstable and tenuous. The Arbenz regime had all 
the signs of a communist government. The Maryknollers who had been in China 
could see the same process of political procedure taking place after Arbenz entered 
into power in 1952 (Kelly 1970:4). 
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The author overstates the tenuousness of the Maryknoll position in Guatemala yet captures 

well the uneasiness of Maryknollers in the country. There was a visa problem with a 

Maryknoller that forced him to leave the country but the Catholic Church was never in 

danger of generalized persecution (Fuller 1971:87). 

The Maryknoll order joined with the church hierarchy in welcoming the coup by Castillo 

Armas. They saw it as an chance to expand their operations. The Maryknoll Superior 

wrote in a letter, "I think now is our opportunity here in Guatemala (ibid: 102)." That 

attitude was shared throughout the order - from the seminarians to the parish priests. 

Melville recalls that he and his fellow seminarians were "delighted" to hear of Castillo 

Armas's invasion (Melville and Melville 1971:18). And Father Scanlon in San Miguel 

Acatan stated, "The war was over, a favorable government was in - so we could now make 

definite plans for the future" (Mission Diaries :1(6), July, August, September, Scanlon). 

Castillo Armas did not disappoint the Catholic Church. The 1956 constitution allowed 

foreign clergy to enter the country freely and granted the Church the right to hold property 

(Adams 1970:283,310). Foreign clergy, including Maryknollers, increased rapidly in 

number. In 1956 six Maryknoll priests arrived and from 1956 to 1960 26 were assigned to 

Guatemala. That more than doubled the force of 23 Maryknollers who served in 

Guatemala during Maryknoll's furst ten years of service from 1943 to 1953 (Kelly 1970:14-

15). Castillo Armas also had close personal ties to the Maryknoll Order. His wife worked 

closely with Maryknoll sisters. He visited the Maryknoll Superior. When Castillo Armas 

was assassinated in 1957 the Maryknoll Superior General honored him by participating in a 

Pontifical Mass for him in New York City (Fuller 1971:103-112). 
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The counter-revolutionary government of Castillo Armas institutionally strengthened the 

Catholic church in general and the Maryknoll order specifically. It allowed the order to 

increase the number of priests working in Huehuetenango. Most importantly, under the 

Castillo Armas government Maryknollers could allocate resources for a long-term 

commitment to Huehuetenango, making the priests a more potent political force locally. 

Open Conflict - 1956-1959 

By the late 1950's orthodox Catholics were ascendant in San Miguel Acat^ although the 

traditionalists still had a considerable amount of strength. In 1956 Father Jim Curtin 

replaced Father Scanlon in the parish. During the next four years of Father Curtin's tenure, 

he consolidated the hold of orthodox Catholicism over the church building and town center 

by finishing the renovations to the church and building a new school adjacent to it. 

By putting on a zinc roof and refinishing the altar, the orthodox Catholics completed 

physical renovations to the church. The roof had a great symbolic value. During the last 

years of Ubico's rule an intendente mandated replacing church's straw roof with wooden 

shingles as part of his campaign to beautify and modernize the town. When it did not rain 

as usual some attributed it to San Miguel's discomfort in the cold atmosphere in the church 

caused by the new roof. When the intendente traveled to Guatemala City the town united 

and, in a single day, changed the roof back to straw. Before the roof was completed, 

according to some, the rains started. In 1955, Father Scanlon began the new project to 

replace the straw roof. According to one story he sent a picture of the church to his 

millionaire mother which convinced her to donate the money for the zinc roof panels. 

Again many complained. Father Curtin completed the project. An orthodox Catholic 

reported the traditionalists as complaining: 
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... y ahora esta quitando la paja del techo de la casa de San Miguel. Es que somos 
indios, nuestro patron es indio. Tiene costumbre con rancho. Tiene costumbre con 
su paja. No quiere buena casa por que somos mdios. Todos los indios tienen casa, 
rancho de paja. Asi es el modo de nuestro patron. Pues asf somos nosotros 
tambien. ^Acaso es gringo San Miguel [y] quiere buena casa? 

Here the traditionalists accused the priest of attempting to make San Miguel non-migueleno. 

The accusation gets to the root of what was happening to Catholic religious practice in 

general in San Miguel Acatan. The priests promoted a universalistic Catholicism which 

focused on sacraments, particularly on communion and marriage, and priestly religious 

practice. In orthodox Catholicism San Miguel was one saint among many. He lost his 

individuality and special relationship with miguelenos - he became gringo. Traditionalists 

rejected this, preferring to maintain their idea of San Miguel as a personage bound to a 

special relationship with miguelenos and even as one of them. 

The traditionalists openly protested the new roof. The rains arrived late the year it was 

installed, prompting fears that San Miguel had been alienated. Father Curtin reported that 

'pagan' Indians gathered in the plaza to plan to remove the new roof but that. 

Fortunately the mayor was one of our leading Catholics and threatened to call in the 
border guards, who have headquarters on the edge of town. The Good Lord took a 
hand and that evening the first heavy rains came. Even so a few die-hards showed 
up the next morning but lost heart when they saw how few they are (Mission 
Diaries :1(7), April 1958, Curtin). 

This incident showed that local government in San Miguel Acatan firmly supported 

orthodox Catholicism. It also demonstrated that the priest cultivated relations with the state 

at the level of local government and used it to bolster the position of orthodox Catholicism. 
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The deepening split between traditionalists and orthodox Catholics was also manifested 

through the uproar caused when Father Curtin moved the altar, elevated it from the level of 

the floor of the church, and refinished it. Father Curtin called on Miguel Mendez, the same 

carpenter who prepared the convent rooms for Father Smith's arrival in 1946, to work on 

the altar. The carpenter's son describes his father's role as follows: 

Entonces mandaron a traer mi papa, como es carpentero. Mi papa es carpentario y 
lo Uamaron alK a la iglesia. Y el empezd a mover el imagen. Es un imagen de 
carton, el de San Miguel Acatan. O sea en una tabla esta todo correcto la imagen 
con su balance, con el diablo en los pies. Esta bien hecho el imagen. Pero lo que 
ellos deci'an es que era el patron y que era Dios para ellos. Entonces a mi papa le 
echaron la culpa cuando inventaron que San Miguel se huyo por que lo movieron 
de su cama, de su lugar, de su casa. Segiin ellos que era muy delicado eso. Y lo 
movio mi papa, a el le echaron la culpa (Mendez 1994:22). 

Recall that the altar played a key role in the origin story of the church of San Miguel 

Acatan. In one version, the altar was carved from the tree in which San Miguel first 

appeared and in which he rested. The version told to me in 1995 by the alkal txa made the 

altar even more significant by claiming that it was made from San Miguel's tree and had 

never been moved. As he stated, "When the church was built the tree was left without 

cutting it down - they left it as the altar because that is where the patron slept." Thus, in 

this version. Father Curtin disturbed the 'cama'(bed) and home of San Miguel. As I 

questioned the alkal txa about why San Miguel fled the town center he asked me how I 

would feel if someone knocked down my house. Thus, the priest was remaking the house 

to his own specifications so that he could 'live' there. The church at the center of San 

Miguel Acatan was no longer occupied by San Miguel but by a gringo priest. 

Grollig, an anthropologist who wrote a monograph of San Miguel Acatan in 1959, wrote 

of the traditionalists' protests: 
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In the sanctuary of the village church five years ago^ there were some six different 
statues and a painting of San Miguel, the Archangel. But there was no crucifix over 
the altar. As a result, Fr. Curtin did not touch the statues but took the painting 
down to replace it with a crucifix. There was almost a riot in the village: he had 
taken away their patron! Stories were circulated that he had cut off the head, hands, 
and feet of the patton of the village and sent them to the United States. Then a mob 
gathered, a mob that was not in a gay, festive mood. When the leaders were shown 
the picmre in perfect condition in the very sacristy, they were satisfied but unhappy. 
Such, then, is the "San Miguel" to whom the chimanes send their clients to pray 
(Groilig 1959:154). 

The leader of the traditionalists who protested was Juan Jose, also known as Juan Tomas. 

He owned a large plot of land in Chimban and had a father in law who was a labor 

contractor in the neighboring town of San Sebastian Coatan. Juan Jose protested to the 

departmental governor that the mayor of San Miguel Acatan was neglecting his job by 

allowing the priest to destroy the altar and steal the image of San Miguel. His complaint, as 

recalled by an orthodox Catholic, was: "Y el alcalde, i,que cuida alli? No m^ esta mirando 

que un padre gringo esta sacando alli. EI gringo no es el dueno del patron." The 

accusation of the traditionalists was here again couched in anti-American language. Instead 

of complaining that orthodox Catholicism tried to de-localize San Miguel and make him 

gringo, as they did in the case of protests over the roof, here they accuse the priest of 

hubris - of claiming the role as the owner or master of San Miguel. And effectively, that 

was the goal of an universal orthodox Catholicism focusing on sacraments administered by 

a priest. 

The governor was unsympathetic to the complaints of the traditionists. He came to the 

town to investigate the claims but sided with the priest. He scolded the traditionalists for 

their unfounded complaint and told them that they should be grateful for the improvements 

9 This would put the event at 1953, three years before Father Curtin arrived in San Miguel Acatan. 
That date must be wrong. From other evidence, it seems more reasonable to link this event with 
the moving and refurbishing of the altar in about 1956 or 1957. The exact date, however, is 
unclear. 
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the priest was making to the church. The govemor also threatened to jail those who made 

unfounded complaints in the future. Of particular note for this instance, however, is that 

the traditionalists were politically savvy enough and well-connected to trigger an 

investigation by the govemor. They were not powerful enough, though, to persuade the 

govemor to side with them. Once again, the priest proved more powerful in dealing with 

the state. 

At about this same time, the priest asserted his power by putting in a door to the church, 

thereby controlling access. Previous to that time, people entered the church at all hours of 

the night to bum candles. Juan Xuncax, the same carpenter who built the new orinanza for 

the traditionalists years before, was contracted to build the door. The door did not 

immediately solve the access issue, however. After the door was installed, the priest still 

often found burning candles on the floor of the church as he entered in the morning. Juan 

Xuncax had kept a key to the door for himself Whenever someone needed to place a 

candle in the church at night, he was called. The priest, however, remedied the situation by 

changing the locks. 

Orthodox Catholicism not only modified the church building but also the layout of the town 

center. I described above how the assignment of the first Maryknoll priest in 1946 was 

contingent on the town terminating its use of church land for the market. Thus when the 

priest first came to town a central piece of land was vacated. In the late 1950's the church 

occupied that land with a strucmre that demonstrated its long-term commitment to the town 

- a school. A school also implied a concentrated effort at indoctrination of the younger 

generation. Father Curtin started searching for property in about 1957 but was unable to 

secure suitable land. One possible site was owned by a Protestant asking an unreasonable 

price. The approxiamately thirty traditionalists who owned portions of the other site 
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"believed that the spirits of their ancestors dwelt in these plots and would cause a lot of 

trouble for them if they sold it to a foreigner" (Mission Diaries :1(7), May 1958, Curtin). 

The size of the piece of land where the school was built, right behind the church, 

necessitated changing Father Curtin's preferred design to a two story building. Thus the 

siting and design of the school indicated that the power of the orthodox Catholics was not 

unlimited. 

The construction of the school demonstrated the breadth and strength of support orthodox 

Catholicism had established in San Miguel Acatan. Hundreds of miguelenos put in 

thousands of hours of volunteer labor to construct the school. Juan Xuncax voluntarily 

supervised the work. The school opened in January 1959 with an enrollment of 127 

children, mostly boys, to be taught by two lay teachers and two recently arrived Maryknoll 

Sisters (Sisters' Diaries :(9), December 1959 to May 1960). 

Constructing the school also further eroded the material presence of important tradition 

symbols in the town center. To make room for the school, a large pine tree had to be cut 

down. Zopilotes (buzzards) slept in the tree and, in the morning, perched on the straw roof 

of the church to spread out their wings to dry. Traditionalists thought of the zopilotes as 

messengers and assistants (auxilios) of San Miguel. By forcing the zopilotes away from 

the church, orthodox Catholics further alienated San Miguel and traditional religious 

practitioners. 

n addition to altering the church and town center, orthodox Catholicism attacked private 

crosses and witz, which were used in family-based traditional ritual. When miguelenos 

converted they disposed of their crosses or witz. Father Curtin claimed that "frequently 

they will bum not only die cross but even the table that it is on" [in Grollig, 1959 #15; 168]. 
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The motivation and agent behind such an act is unclear, however. Melville, a Maryknoll 

priest in San Miguel Acatan in 1958 and 1959 stated that "When an Indian or Indian couple 

showed interest in the Church, either by joining or by getting married by a priest, we 

required them to bum their familial pagan cult objects" (Melville and Melville 1971:39). A 

migueleno recalled that some catechists, supposedly acting on their own volition, destroyed 

crosses and witz. He stated, "el padre no deci'a nada en contra de eso [las cruces y witz] 

pero SI habia un grupo en contra de eso. Cuando veia cruces en un lugar privado entaraba 

y los destruian o las llevaba al rio a tirarlas. Unas cruces se echararon a perder por esa 

gente malcriada." It seems likely, however, that catechists received some encouragement 

from the priest to bum crosses and destroy witz although they may have pursued this more 

vigorously than the priest had imagined. Another possible point of conflict is that crosses 

and witz were usually used in family-based ritual. Since families were often split into 

orthodox and uraditional factions, one part of the family could convert and want to bum the 

family cross as a sign of their orthodoxy. The traditionalists in the family would want to 

preserve it for ritual, however. Thus disposing of crosses and witz were likely to produce 

conflict. 

Similar issues arose in other towns where Maryknollers worked. Davis reported that in 

neighboring Santa Eulalia the resident Maryknoll priest encouraged catechists to bum 

family and communal crosses (Davis 1970:257). Watanabe found that in Santiago 

Chimaltenango catechists, after being recruited by the priests, carried out a 'holy war' 

against traditional religious practice, largely on their own initiative (Watanabe 1992:203). 

The issue of family crosses and witz shows how the conflict between orthodox Catholicism 

and traditionalism played itself out at the level of families and family ritual. This conflict 

reached, however, down even to the level of the individual and the body. An older 
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chumlom, or diviner, related that traditionally one prayed to the oras, or day gods, when a 

birth was difficult. That ended with the arrival of the Maryknollers, however. 

Nevertheless, the oras did not abandon miguelenas giving birth so easily. If a woman had 

difficulties giving birth it was said that costumbre that blocked the baby. This blocking 

was described to me in a literal sort of way - costumbre obstructed the birth canal. The 

ora did not allow the child to be bom. In that case one had to go to the church and pray 

saying, "Jesucristo [y] los padres americanos vinieron a eliminar el costumbre, el 

costumbre ya no existe." The example of childbirth illustrates how the conflict between 

orthodox Cadiolics and traditionalists was felt on the fundamental and everyday level of 

migueleno life. 

San Miguel Flees to Chimban - 1959 

By 1959 two powerful antagonistic groups existed - those who supported orthodox 

Catholicism and traditionalists. Orthodox Catholicism had taken over the town center. The 

priests had remodeled the church to their specifications. And they had prohibited certain 

unorthodox forms of worship firom the church. They had recently completed a large school 

requiring thousands of hours of voluntary manpower. Orthodox Catholics were clearly 

dominant and increasing in strength. Traditionalists, on the other hand, were losing 

strength. They had lost out in several confrontations with the priest and orthodox Catholics 

on the issues of the roof of the church and burning candles in the church. Several offices 

in the hierarchy of native religious leaders went unfilled (Grollig 1959:180). The alkal txa, 

the leader of the hierarchy, was now hardly respected. One migueleno recalled, "ya no 

habi'a respecto para el alkal txa, no habi'a saludo cuando pasaba la orinanza, ya no ayudaba 

- [el alkal txa] tuvo que reftigiar." It was in this atmosphere of polarization in which the 

traditionalists were clearly in a weaker position that the news came that San Miguel had 
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appeared in Chimban, a village about 2 kilometers from the town center. 

The account given at the beginning of this thesis is a composite account. Most of the 

recollections I heard about how San Miguel appeared in Chimban followed that general 

pattern. Here I cite two of the most complete accounts I heard. One migueleno explained 

that 

En una tarda llego el (Archivos Parroquiales ) y pedfa posada. Y le dijeron a el que 
si se podi'a, que el podi'a quedar alia. 'Entonces yo me voy a quedar aca', deci'a el, 
San Miguel Arcangel. Y luego de eso deci'a el que.... Le dijeron a el 'Si, te puedes 
quedar. Si queres comer hay tortillas, hay comida', le deci'a. 'No, no quiero 
comer. Estoy Ileno', dice que decia el. 'Pero lo que quiero es quedarme aqui.' 
'Esta bueno.' Se quedo el. Llego como una persona. Llego pobre, pobre, llego 
el. Y en la manana cuando se fueron a dar cuenta, el di'a siguiente, ya estaba San 
Miguel Arcangel con su espada, dice. Y escucharon muchas personas de Todos 
Santos, de Soloma, de San Juan, de San Antonio, de San Marcos, de Jacaltenango. 
Veman a llorar con el santo, dice. Que hasta yo mismo fiie ese vez. 

This fragment of a narrative emphasizes the idea that the people of Chimban acted in a 

socially responsible manner. That is, the owner of the house offered a humble traveler 

shelter for the night. This stands in sharp contrast to the behavior of the priest and 

orthodox Catholics in the town who disrespected San Miguel in his own house. 

Another account of San Miguel's flight focuses on economic and political aspects. It was 

told to me by a migueleno well into his 90's. He recalled: 

Aquf [en el pueblo] habi'a rezador de costumbre. Los de Chimbs empezaron a 
pensar como partir el pueblo. El jefe de ellos era Juan Tomas [aka Juan Jose], un 
muchocho que vivi'a en Chimban. El tenia yemo en San Sebastian [Coatan] quien 
es contractista de la finca. Empezaron a pensar como partir el pueblo. Juan dio 
parte que un santo aparecio alia. Busco un San Miguel con alas de lamina. El 
contractista [su yemo] dijo que iba a buscar el santo. Pidio unos mozos para ganar 
el valor del santo en la fmca.... Le avisaron a Juan una noche a venir a llevar el 
santo. Juan lo llevo a Poza. Lo puso en una casa que no tiene dueno. El santo 
hablo y dijo que ya no quen'a estar alli. Fue mentira de Juan. Dijo que quen'a ir a 
Chimban. Juan lo llevo a su casa en Chimban. A1 levantar en Chimban el santo 
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estaba abajo de la mazorca. 'Aqui me gusta vivir,' dijo el santo. 'Esta bien.' dijo 
Juan, 'vamos a juntar gente'. Puso marimbas, tambores, mucha bulla. Los de 
pueblo que tenia mucho costumbre se dieron cuenta. Llegaron todos los auxiliares. 
El santo hablo a los rezadores. Dijo que ya no queria estar en el pueblo por el 
rosario, el rosario todas las tardes. Los rezadores ya no queria estar en el pueblo. 
Se fueron a Chimban. Empezaron a decir que vinieron a rezar alli. Tambien dijeron 
a los que venden que vendan alli. El que tiene maiz que venga a vender. 

This narration emphasizes three points. First, Juan Jose and his co-conspiritors in 

Chimban hoped to establish an independent municipality. Second, Juan Jose, die principal 

figure in the appearance of San Miguel in Chimban, stood to gain financially from the saint. 

San Miguel appeared to him in his house in Chimban. On that site a church was built. 

Juan Jose also owned a large plot of land around the church which became the market and 

was divided into smaller plots for homes and businesses. Third, the native religious 

hierarchy was not directly involved in the initial appearance of the saint. From other 

evidence, it appears that the alkal txa and his companions moved their base of operations to 

Chimban about a year after the saint's original appearance. 

San Miguel's arrival in Chimban brought people from all over the region to see the saint 

and trade in the newly established market. The founding fathers of Chimban directly 

benefited economically in two ways - they charged a tax on all those who sold in the 

market and ±ey collected donations ft'om those coming to see the saint. These revenues 

must have been considerable since Chimban quickly attracted a significant part of the 

business that previously took place in the town center. One migueleno, a storeowner at the 

time, recalled: 

Y dijeron que San Miguel habfa aparecido en Chimban en eso dempos. Y cuando 
aparecio en Chimban, segun ellos en esa aldea y todo el mundo de San Miguel se 
fue para alia en Chimban. Se quedo silencio en San Miguel. Todo asunto de 
negocio, asunto de politica, ya solo en Chimban por que ellos creyeron que allf esta 
el patron. Y compraron un imagen de santo de San Miguel para que la gente 
creyera. Y la gente creo que sf es cierto, ya esta la imagen en Chimban. Ya todos 
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los domingos alia iba a celebrar su dfa domingo. Y en San Miguel nada. Quedo 
silencio (Mendez 1994:22). 

The appearance of San Miguel in Chimban represented a fundamental challenge to the 

religious, economic, and political hegemony of the town center. The presence of San 

Miguel symbolically legitimated this Chimban's claim. In Chimban miguelenos could bum 

candles to the patron saint and perform other traditional ritual unmolested by foreign priests 

and their ideas. A 'priest' also baptized children in Chimban. The presence of San Miguel 

also supported a political claim directed towards the state. Remember that in the first origin 

myth of the town the Ladino authorities granted San Miguel Acatan municipal status after 

they had foimd out that San Miguel had appeared them. Thus, San Miguel's presence in 

Chimban underlaid religious and political claims. Economically, the market was associated 

with the worship of San Miguel. People came from oudying villages to worship in the 

church and trade in the market. Thus with San Miguel's appearance in Chimban, it was 

logical that a market would develop. In addition to this symbolic connection, however. 

Chimban had some natural economic advantages over the town center. Due to the 

mountainous terrain in San Miguel Acatan, it was more convenient for people from the 

large villages of Coya, Yalaj, and Suntelaj to trade in Chimban. In addition, the best road 

in the region, built in about 1952 to the El Rosario mines passed through Chimban. It was 

1965 until a road of comparable quality reached the town center. The road also made 

Chimban a more logical market node for the neighboring municipality of Jacaltenango, 

which also lacked road access until the mid-1960's. In fact, when the Maryknoll sisters 

build a hospital in Jacaltenango in the early 1960's materials were trucked to El Rosario and 

then transported by mule to Jacaltenango. 

Shortly before San Miguel appeared in Chimban, new municipal officers had been installed 
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in the town center. The mayor, Lopez Francisco, urged them to work for, "el 

engrandacimiento del pueblo para asf significarse como verdaderos cuidadanos y como 

buenos hijos de San Miguel (Archivo Municicpal, Libro de Actas de la Corporacion 

Municipal:8 March 1959)." During their year in office, these officials constantly negotiated 

their identities as 'true citizens' and 'good sons of San Miguel' as they fulfilled their duties. 

The first challenge of a year which would bring many was the market in Chimban. In June 

the decline in the municipal center's Sunday market was noted and plans made to appeal to 

the departmental governor because of the "intransigencia" of the villagers of Chimban 

Archivo Municicpal, Libro de Actas de la Corporacion Municipal:6 June 1959). On June 

20 the office of Goberaacion Departemental held a meeting with the leaders of the town and 

Chimban, headed by Juan Jose. The authorities of Chimban agreed to hold their market on 

Saturday and collect a sellers' tax (piso de plaza) for the municipal coffers [AMuni, #116:1 

July 1959]. Despite this agreement, the chimbanecos continued to hold their market on 

Sundays. In August the departmental governor published an edict prohibiting the Chimban 

market on Sundays. The message was delivered by municipal officials and five Guardia de 

Hacienda agents (Archivo Municicpal, Libro de Actas de la Corporacion Municipal: 18 

August 1959). The Sunday market in Chimbs continued, however. 

On September 12 municipal officers were shocked to receive a telegram from the 

department governor informing them that the Ministro de Gobemacion had authorized 

Chimban to host the fiesta of San Miguel, scheduled to begin in thirteen days. The 

municipal officers called it an "atentatoria a la autonomi'a municipal" and claimed that 

"ninguna autoridad ha tratado de quitar la autoridad de hacer fiesta hasta hoy." The mayor 

and his officers were stunned by the chimbanecos' brashness in getting authorization to 

hold the municipality's most important event of the year. Not only would it mean a major 

blow to business in the town, already stung by the decline in the weekly market, but it 
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showed a high level of political sophistication on the part of the chimbanecos. By this 

point in time it was probably clear that the chimbanecos were seeking to establish an 

independent municipality. The fact that they had significant contacts at the top of the 

governmental bureaucracy would seem to foreshadow success. 

The municipal council responded immediately by sending the mayor, his first regidor, and 

the Municipal Secretary, a ladino, to the capital to plead the cause of the case to the 

president. The commission was instructed not to remm until they had been successful. 

The municipal council also immediately sent a melodramatic telegram to the president, 

solicitando la derogataria de aquella disposicion para evitar algun aconticimiento 
sangriente entre el vecindario de Chimban y los de esta poblacion... 
responsibilizando al Ministro de Gobemacion por cualesquier disturbio que se 
consuman a raiz de la autorizacion dada a los vecinos e Chimban (Archivo 
Municicpal, Libro de Actas de la Corporacion Municipal: 12 September 1959). 

The commission stayed in the capital for 6 days and failed to get the decision of the 

Ministro de Gobemacion reversed. On September 22, the municipality received a telegram 

from the president of Guatemala again authorizing the fiesta in Chimb^. Another 

commission firom San Miguel Acatan was sent to Guatemala City and, on September 25, 

the first day of the fiesta, the president revoked the permission granted to Chimban. 

Even without official authorization, the chimbanecos attempted to stage the fiesta in their 

village. They posted messengers on the roads leading into the area who directed merchants 

coming for the fiesta to Chimban. Anticipating this strategy, the municipal council 

requested that the departmental govemor send members of the Guardia de Hacienda to 

redirect merchants to the town center. However, chimbanecos bribed the first group of 

Guardia with liquor and food. The municipality found out and had a second group of 
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Guardia sent who did carry out the orders. 

Father Curtin played a key role in securing the reversal. Lopez Francisco, the mayor at the 

time, recalled what happened: 

Hablamos con el padre. Le dijimos - '^que hacemos? i,c6mo va a hacer la fiesta un 
caserio?' El padre ofrecio su carro el proximo dfa. Invitamos unos principales de 
Paiconop, Quixic, y Coya. Se fueron ellos conmigo. El padre arreglo la cita con el 
presidente. Fuimos con el Licenciado Luis Garcia Bauer'® de Antigua Guatemala 
que es el abogado de parroco. El padre le explico el problema. Dios autorizo que 
celebrara la fiesta en San Miguel Acatan y ningun caserio puede mandar la 
municipalidad. Llevaba un memorial de seis mil firmas. El proximo dfa nos 
reunimos a las ocho de la manana en el parque central [de la Cuidad de Guatemala]. 
El [licenciado] llego en su carro. La cita de la audiencia era para el proximo dfa 
pero el dijo que no importaba, que fbamos a ver el presidente de todas formas. 
Pasamos por los centinelas al entrar. El licenciado dijo que eramos sus companeros 
y nos dejaron encrar. El presidente paro cuando entramos. El licenciado explico 
todo. El presidente hablo dos o tres palab^as al Ministro de Goberaacion y arreglo 
todo. El proximo di'a salio un articulo grande en la Prensa Libre. El presidente 
mando a decir al gobemador departamental. Ordeno la Guardia de Hacienda a 
conttolar que no dejara a entrar gente comerciante a Chimban. 

When Lopez Francisco returned to San Miguel Acatan, he was sick in bed for two days. 

He attributed the illness to chimbaneco witchcraft. His 10 year old son and a horse also 

died shortly afterwards. He blamed both deaths on the chimbanecos. 

Aldiough the alkal txa did not participate in the orchestration of San Miguel's appearance in 

Chimban, many in the town center connected him to the Chimban group and sought to 

punish him. They set up a plan to falsely accuse him of assault. On September 22 the 

mayor, Lopez Francisco, left his third regidor, Alberto Manuel Lopez, in charge of the 

'•0 Most likely Jose Garcia Bauer, a Christian Democrat politician elected several times as a 
congressman. He had close ties with the Catholic Action, especially in El Quiche (Diocesis del 
Quich6 1994;77n). 
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municipal government. Chief among the principales who conspired with the third regidor 

were Mateo Manuel (aka Mateo Julio) and Jimenez Manuel, who were later among the chief 

conspirators in the kidnapping of San Miguel. When the alkal txa and assistant were at the 

church in the morning to pray, the conspirators called them to the mayor's office. After die 

alkal txa and assistant entered the mayor's office, the principales entered the office and beat 

up the two traditionalist leaders. However, they took the staff of the alkal txa and hit it 

against the wall a couple of times. The regidor and principales accused the alkal txa of 

entering the office and assaulting them. The alkal txa and his assistant spent a few months 

in jail in Huehuetenango while the case was cleared up. 

Kidnapping and Burning the Saint - 1960 

In 1960 the conflict between orthodox Catholics and traditionalists came to a head. The 

traditionalist center in Chimban offered a space outside of orthodox Catholic control. The 

economic direat it represented moved prominent townspeople to organize a party to kidnap 

and bum the image of San Miguel from the church in Chimban. 

Events in early 1960 showed the mamrity and power of orthodox Catholics. In January, as 

described above, the Catholic primary school opened. It showed the insumtional stature of 

the church and its long term commitment to San Miguel Acatan. In March die governor of 

Huehuetenango visited the school. The Bishop also came to the town, the first time in six 

years. And in April, for the first time ever, a president of Guatemala traveled to the town. 

The town was decorated and five marimbas hired to entertain General Miguel Ydigoras 

Fuentes. By 7 AM all were waiting in anticipation of his arrival by helicopter. He flew in 

at 11 AM, landing a short walk away from the plaza for lack of flat ground. He stayed 

very briefly, never even entering the town, because of time constraints. Several days later 
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President Ydigoras Fuentes announced that he planned to award four MaryknoII Fathers the 

'Order of Hermano Pedro' for their service to Guatemala (Sisters' Diaries :68(9), 

December 1959-May 1960). 

Orthodox Catholics also controlled the municipal government. Miguel Bartolome Mendez, 

was elected mayor in 1960 and served through 1961. A migueleno recalled that, as mayor. 

Miguel Bartolome Mendez, "se entrego directamente a la Iglesia Catolica. No hubo 

comprehension hacia los de cosmmbre". Another claimed that he promised Father Curtin 

that if he won the election that he was going to break the orinanza, the traditional religious 

hierarchy's most sacred material possession. According to this migueleno, the new mayor 

kept his promise and confiscated the orinanza to destroy it and jailed the alkal txa. 

The heightened official persecution prompted the native religious hierarchy to flee to 

Chimban, moving shortly after the orinanza was transferred there. Some accounts differ 

and claim the the mayor destroyed the original orinanza and only the contents could be 

saved. All the accounts, however, indicate during the first months of Miguel Bartolome 

Mendez's term in office, which began in 1960, the alkal txa and the rest of the traditional 

religious hierarchy were persecuted and took refuge in Chimb^. Two factors, in addition 

to the persecution, motivated the native religious hierarchy to seek refuge in Chimban -

one, the priest and his followers controlled the church and, two, the traditional leaders were 

no longer respected in the town center. These three factors meant that costumbre, which 

maintained the relationship between miguelenos and San Miguel, could no longer be 

performed in the town. A traditional leader, in explaining to another migueleiio why the 

alkal txa left town, admitted that San Miguel's appearance owed less to saints than to 

sttatagems but defended it in practical terms. He stated, in a conversation reported to me. 
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mira, lo que hicieron los catolicos fue mala, tambien. Y aunque nosotros 
estabamos enganado a la gente pero realmente no era enganado, tambien. Ciertas 
costumbres dejaron nuestros abuelos y todo. Nosotros no somos los que iniciamos 
ese costumbre.... no queria que el pueblo de San Miguel se quedara como esclavo 
en la costumbre que ellos tem'a por que el costumbre de los abuelos que ellos tienen 
es sagrado tambien... 

In July 1960 a group of wealthy miguelenos organized themselves to kidnap and bum the 

image of San Miguel in Chimban. The economic motivation of the planners is apparent by 

their timing. July would have been the time that serious preparations for the September 

fiesta began. The kidnappers were probably motivated by their memory of how the 

chimbanecos tried to coopt the fiesta the previous year and by the ongoing loss of business 

in their Sunday market. 

The group who kidnapped and burned the saint dressed in clothing meant to look like Army 

uniforms. Pedro Mendez, who had served in the Army, organized the raiding party. He 

even assigned military ranks. Wealthy miguelenos bankrolled the group. A core group 

solicited contributions from other miguelenos in the town. According to most accounts, 

ladinos did not contribute because they "se sentfan papas del pueblo" and were tightwads. 

A migueleno, linked by some to the kidnapping, described the event: 

Ellos hicieron un grupo como soldados, como bien armados de soldado, como 
capita y sargentos y se fiieron a Chimban con armas para ir a sacar el imagen de 
San Miguel, a destruirlo. Y es cierto, lo sacaron entre todos. Fueron como unos 
50,60 personas bien armadas de alli mismo en San Miguel para sacar el imagen que 
ellos compraron. Lo sacaron, caminaron un poquito, como a 3,4 kildmetros, 
caminaron. Y lo destruyeron los soldados, esa comision que fueron alli en 
Chimban. Y lo que hiceron es amarrar el alcalde rezador y todos sus trabajadores. 
los auxilios que estaban con el. Los amarraron. Y trajeron el santo de San Miguel. 
A poquito caminaron, como a 2, 3 kildmetros allf le echaron fuego, lo quemaron, lo 
tiraron en un barraco y se hizo pedazo. Llevaban gas y allf lo quemaban (Mendez 
1994:22). 
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Miguelenos disagree as to Father Curtin's involvement witli the kidnapping. Some report 

that he aided in planning it, others claim that, while he was not directly involved, he 

celebrated when he heard what had transpired. What is clear is that, in addition to being 

well-known businessmen, the chief conspirators were among the first miguelenos to 

embrace orthodox Catholicism. Thus, it seems reasonable to assume that the conspirators, 

if not enjoying the support of Father Curtin, at least thought that he would condone their 

actions. Curiously, though, the Maryknollers' diary entries, which had been so full of 

details previously, mention neither the appearance of San Miguel in Chimban or his 

kidnapping. Father Curtin's sporadic diary entries ended in 1958. Father Davenport, a 

novice assistant priest in San Miguel Acatan, wrote a diary entry the month after the 

kidnapping and failed to mention it despite his light style and emphasis on curious stories. 

An interesting element of many of the accounts is that the raiders addressed the image as if 

it were possibly a living saint. It is not clear if this expressed uncertainty as to the nature of 

the image or if they were merely mocking traditionalist belief. One migueleno reported that 

the kidnappers said, "Vamos a ir a jalar el santo a ver si es mero santo, si es el mero patron 

que se huyo a vivir alli. Vamos air a jalar.... vamos a ver si va a volar el angel. Sees 

mero santo angel San Miguel..." Another included such imagery in his longer account: 

Y fue asf pues que como se junto la gente por envidia y por enojos que tem'a en 
contra de ellos, fueron a quemar, a quebrar.... Lo jalaron de allf, dicen que lo traian 
arrastrado en la carretera d santo que tenia amarado con laso en los pies. Lo 
arrestraron. Y decfan 'hablad. Si de verdad sos humano' deci'an. Por cada uno de 
esas palabras recibi'an un hachazo. Ya despues de unas cuantas horas de la pelea, se 
fueron a dar cuenta los senores de Chimban que alh' andaban tiradas las alas de San 
Miguel Arcangel. 

The next day the traditionalists found the San Miguel's metal wings in the gully where saint 

was burned. The raiding party had agreed to speak only Spanish while in Chimban to give 
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the impression that they were soldiers. But, according to one account, a 'soldier' tripped 

and let out a curse in Akateko. It is difficult to imagine that the identity of the raiders could 

have been kept secret very long, though. The chimbanecos found out who was responsible 

and cursed them with witchcraft. Many accounts claim that all of the raiders died young. 

Others claim that some have survived to old age but have suffered from their role. A 

migueleno told me of one man who, during the kidnapping, sunk a hatchet into San 

Miguel's leg. The man is still living but has not been able to walk well since the incident -

his leg hurts in the same place that he chopped San Miguel. 

An investigation into the kidnapping of the saint followed but did not result in any 

convictions. Although the chimbanecos had demonstrated great skill in manipulating the 

national bureaucracy less than a year before, they failed in this instance. The migueleno, 

whose long quote above described the organization of the raiding party, narrated what 

happened in the aftermath of the burning: 

En esa razon hubo un gran pleito. Mandaron comisiones a Huehuetenango con el 
gobemador y el gobemador tuvo que intervenir. Llego en Chimban. Entonces 
mvieron que citar al aldalde del municipio de San Miguel. Lo citaron para que 
llegara en Chimban. Bueno yo fui tambien nombrado como comision, como 
comisiondo, y fui con ellos. Y ese dia llego el gobemador y sus companeros. Lo 
que dijo el gobemador es preguntarles que es lo que habia pasado. Y dijeron todo 
la verdad de que paso. Que habian quemado su santo San Miguel. Que ellos crei'an 
que era el mero San Miguel, o sea, es un angel. Es hasta aquf no se si tenia espi'ritu 
pero ellos decian que tem'a espirim. Y luego el gobemador estuvo investigando, les 
dijo que no se dejaban enganar por nadie, por nada, por que este imagen que 
ustedes tienen es hecho por hombres. Es como una marimba que van a hacer. y lo 
van a entonar, y sale una miisica. Igual ese imagen. Ustedes no deben poner 
empeno de un imagen, sino solo a Dios, que hizo el cielo y la tierra, es el linico que 
podemos confiar en el por que nadie mas. 

Entonces lo querian matar a gobemador a pura paliza, a pura pedrada. Pero como el 
gobemador nos invito de San Miguel y fiiimos como unos 200 personas a favor al 
gobemador, apoyando de lo que el tenia que hablar. Y lo apoyamos. Y alli pues 
querian matar al gobemador a puro pedrados. Pero como no pudieron por que el 
les dijo la verdad - 'es un imagen, es hecho por los hombres, es de madero, es de 
palo, por eso lo quemaron. Por que un angel no es facil quemarlo. Esta hecha 
como una marimba. Y ustedes estan pensando como que es un santo. No, aquf no 
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hay santo.' Entonces se levanto el pueblo para matar al gobemador. Querian 
matarlo. Como habi'a tantos comisionados, habi'a tantos empleados del gobiemo. 
allf estuvimos con ellos, y se vino el gobemador, se fue para Huehuetenango. y nos 
tuimos para San Miguel. Eso fiie lo que fue a decir el gobemador. Que no era nada 
mas decir un santo, un angel, un este. Ellos crei'an de sus costumbres antepasados. 
Y ellos querian seguir toda esa costumbre (Mendez 1994:23). 

Conclusion - Community and Religion in San Miguel Acatan 

From 1940 to 1960 migueleno's relationships with San Miguel, their patron saint, 

underwent a series of radical shifts - so radical, in fact, that in 1960 there were two San 

Miguels - one in the town center and one in Chimban. Neither saint had a simple 

genealogy or trajectory. The San Miguel in the town center in 1960 was the same image 

but did not represent for orthodox Catholics the same core of values that he had twenty 

years before. And the San Miguel in Chimban was not a new image in a new place 

representing old ideas. He was associated with traditionalists but traditionalism had a much 

different meaning in a community with a strong religious altemative in orthodox 

Catholicism and new economic and polidcal altematives for indigenous men, and 

particularly young indigenous men. 

In examining San Miguel as a symbol, several dynamic processes have to be analyzed. 

First, the context in which San Miguel operated as a symbol of community shifted. 

Second, the way in which San Miguel was made meaningful within that context changed 

during these decades. Third, the meaning of San Miguel as a symbol passed through 

multiple permutations. These processes will be examined in turn. 

Since symbols represent the world to social actors, analytical attention must be paid to the 

changing context in which symbols are animated. The context, as Wolf stated, is 

manipulated through tacdcal or organizational power which controls the contexts in which 
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social action occurs (Wolf 1990:586). In San Miguel Acatan, several different types of 

contexts were seen to be important in altering the context of meaning. Politically, 

miguelenos were drawn into national political parties and indigenous men were able to 

control municipal government. Economically, the town boomed as contraband enriched 

miguelenos and capitalized new ventures such as sewing and stores. Religiously, the 

Maryknoll fathers assigned a full-time priest to the town and the traditional religious 

hierarchy continued its decline. Socially, the most significant development was the fact that 

younger men were the ones who most anxiously embraced the new oppormnities. Context 

in this sense does not only refer to the ordering of the physical world. It also concerns the 

arrangement of the social. For example, new social roles developed or came into San 

Miguel Acat^ fiilly developed - municipal officer, smuggler, priest and catechist, 

powerful young man. In speaking of context I also mean these social roles and their 

articulation with the physical world. 

The importance of the material context in which symbols are animated can be most 

explicitly demonstrated by the actual setting in which San Miguel was venerated. In 1960 

images of San Miguel were in the church in the pueblo center and in Chimban. In the town 

priest and catechist operated in the church while in Chimban the alkal txa and his assistants 

regulated religious practice. The importance of this microlevel of context is made explicit in 

the most common complaint against the Maryknoll priests - that they did not allow candles 

to be burned to San Miguel. Thus, chimbanecos changed the context, in other worlds the 

physical setting, in which San Miguel was worshipped. 

These contexts had a dual relationship to power - they were changed in accordance with the 

wielding of power and also constituted the bases from which power was exercised. For 

instance, the Maryknollers were able to begin their evangelizing because of their American 
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citizenship and cultivation of links with the national Catholic hierarchy and government 

officials. Within the town, younger men drew on their association with the priest to 

legitimate their own actions, as in the case of kidnapping the saint. 

The second process that I want to call attention to is the shifting manner in which San 

Miguel was made meaningful as a culmral symbol - what might be termed contextual 

articulation. That is, cultural symbols serve as a model for the world and a model for 

action in the world (Geertz 1973). Yet as the world changes, how the symbol is 

meaningful must also shift. This point of shifting valuations of the the cultural symbol is 

the site of contestation. Structural power operates at this conjuncmre, seeking to organize 

the settings in which symbols are meaningful (Wolf 1990:586). Specifically, as seen in the 

example of San Miguel, structural power seeks to regulate the manner in which cultural 

symbols are made meaningful through their imputed links to the contexts in which they 

operate. The clearest example of this is seen in the bases of legitimation of social religious 

action. Orthodox Catholics grounded their legitimacy in a foreign priest linked to an 

extralocal hierarchy who preached from the Bible, and encouraged miguelenos to learn its 

stories. These foreign elements were made meaningful locally through their acceptance by 

miguelenos but remained foreign. Hence the traditionalists' repeated complaints that San 

Miguel was not a gringo and did not want to live in a house designed by gringos and 

worshiped in a manner introduced by gringos. San Miguel himself was revalued by the 

Maryknollers as one saint among many. For traditionalists, however, being migueleno 

meant a special relationship with San Miguel that could not be consunmiated within 

orthodox Catholicism. In sum, traditionalists sought to continue to value San Miguel 

primarily in local terms while orthodox Catholics linked their practice to extralocal 

elements. In each case San Miguel was made meaningful by drawing on elements of the 

changing context in which migueleiios lived their lives. However, orthodox Catholics and 
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traditionalists articulated the symbolic meaningfiilness of San Miguel to different contextual 

elements. 

The third process which affected San Miguel as a cultural symbol is the fact that his actual 

meaning shifted throughout the period under examination. For example, to orthodox 

Catholics he was ostensibly one saint among many who were collectively subordinated to 

God the Father and Jesus Christ. One could supplicate the Supreme Beings directly or 

through the Virgin. To traditionalists, San Miguel remained the most important religious 

figure. Although located in relation to God and Christ and other saints, San Miguel had a 

unique religious role as mediator with the Divine. 

I am not only suggesting that a new meaning of San Miguel as a cultural meaning was 

introduced by the Maryknoll priests. A set of multiple meanings were introduced which 

were made locally meaningful and shifted as the local contexts were altered. At the same 

time, since cultural symbols function through linkages with the material and social world, 

the meanings of San Miguel was transformed for traditionalists, too. 

The valuation of San Miguel as a cultural symbol was contested within each of these 

processes - contextual, contextual articulation, and meaning. The complex and competing 

meanings of San Miguel by miguelenos and non-miguelenos alike were constituted by, 

and constitutive of, power. Power, as noted at the beginning of this thesis operates 

through meaning by, "upholding one version of significance as true, fruitful, or beautiful, 

against other possibilities that may threaten truth, fruitfulness, or beauty" (Wolf 1990:593). 

Most significantly, the discourse about what it meant to be a migueleno was centered on 

what San Miguel was and what one's relationship to him should be. Orthodox Catholics 

and traditionalists all remained miguelenos, endlessly engaged in a struggle over who their 
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patron saint was and who they were. The history of this struggle has been the subject of 

this thesis. As Jose Mendez stated at the start of this account, "La verdad hay mucha 

historia que hay que contar para que uno se da cuenta." 

After the Flames: A Postscript of Sorts 

The chimbanecos replaced their saint but they no longer posed a threat to San Miguel 

Acatan's commerce or identity as municipal center. They maintained a Sunday market and 

the municipal government continued to discuss how to enforce the edicts against the 

practice with national officials. Signifigant conflict continued over the next several years 

but did not reach the level it had in 1959 and 1960. Orthodox Catholics had triumphed in 

San Miguel Acatan. 

I visited San Miguel in his church in Chimban in July 1995. He stands at the head of a din 

floored church surrounded by a retinue of saints. At his side is Santa Eulalia. His three 

other lovers are also there. The alkal txa still prays for the good of the town. He told me 

that the traditionalists are praying hard in Chimban - "dandole recio pidiendo perdon para 

que se calme la situacion." They claim some success for the good rains that have recently 

come to the region. Most of the offices in the native religious hierarchy go empty now, 

though. Relations with the orthodox church have changed, too. The priest, a Guatemalan, 

now allows people to bum candles in the church. And the priest has paid a friendly visit to 

the alkal txa in Chimban. 
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APPENDIX A - BAPTISMS IN SAN MIGUEL ACATAN 

This appendix shows the the total number of baptisnis performed in San Miguel Acat^. the 
number performed in September (i.e. during the yearly Fiesta of San Miguel), the 
percentage of those baptisms performed in September, and the Maryknoll priests who 
worked in San Miguel Acatan. Only the principal priest is listed. In some cases a second 
priest worked under the principal's direction. Until 1946 baptisms in San Miguel Acatan 
were performed by the parish priest of San Pedro Soloma. In 1945 a Maryknoll priest. 
Father Witte, took over that position. 

The information from 1920 to 1945 is from the parish records of San Pedro Soloma. From 
1946 to 1960 the information comes from the parish archives of San Miguel Acatan. 

Year Total Sept. % in 
1920 560 345 61.6 
1921 504 344 68.3 
1922 458 0 0 
1923 518 394 76.1 
1924 431 324 75.2 
1925 427 364 85.2 
1926 512 448 87.5 
1927 207 73 35.3 
1928 486 303 62.3 
1929 435 327 75.2 
1930 351 261 74.4 
1931 319 224 70.2 
1932 509 374 73.5 
1933 256 114 44.5 
1934 403 242 60.0 
1935 394 314 79.7 
1936 357 287 80.4 
1937 357 237 66.4 
1938 479 332 69.3 
1939 338 280 82.8 
1940 348 277 79.6 
1941 474 372 78.5 
1942 507 395 77.9 
1943 629 534 84.9 
1944 466 345 74 
1945 1072 533 49.7 
1946 536 188 35.1 
1947 570 554 97.2 
1948 514 448 87.2 
1949 548 436 79.6 
1950 573 211 36.8 
1951 473 145 30.7 
1952 389 94 24.2 
1953 406 118 29.1 
1954 334 50 15 
1955 192 28 14.5 
1956 332 25 7.5 

Sept. Maryknoll Priest 

Smith (2/46-c. 10/46) 
none 
none 
Ratermann (9/49-) 
Ratermann 
Ratermann 
Ratermann 
Ratermann (to 8/53), Scanlon (8/53-
Scanlon 
Scanlon 
Scanlon (to 6/56). Curtin (6/53-) 



1957 477 69 14.5 Curtin 
1958 565 104 18.4 Cunin 
1959 237 23 9.7 Cunin 
i960 375 50 i3.3 Curtin 

Selected Averages 
1930-44 412.5 305.9 73.1 pre-Mary knoll 
1950-60 395.7 83.4 19.4 MaryknoII Period 

1947-49 544 479.3 88 hiatus of Maryicnoll priests 
1950-53 460.3 142 30.2 Ratermann Period (immediately after hiatus) 
1954-1960 358.9 49.9 13.3 Scanlon/Curtin Period 
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Appendix B - Marriages in San Miguel Acatan 

This appendix shows the number of religious and civil marriages performed in San Miguel 
Acatan from 1898 to 1957. It should be noted that it is very incomplete because not all the 
sources which should be available have been located. Asterisks indicate data is missing. 

The source for religious marriages from 1898 to 1942 is the parish archives of San Pedro 
Soloma. From 1950 on the parish records of San Miguel Acatan is the source for the 
information appearing here. It is unknown where the records for church marriages 
performed from 1943-1949 might be. For civil marriages, the sources, all in the municipal 
archives, are as follows; Libro de Uniones de Hecho, 1951-1954; Libro de Uniones de 
Hecho, 1956-1957; Libro de Matrimonios, 1938-1946; Libro de Mauimonios, 1946-1954; 
Libro de Matrimonios 1957. 'Uniones de Hecho' are a form of common-law marriage 
which began to be recorded locally in 1951 [Siegel, 1954 #48:170] although the basis for 
them in national law dates to 1947 [Hernandez Sifontes, 1965 #66:265]. I have combined 
regular marriages and uniones de hecho. Thus, several omissions should be noted - no 
civil marriages previous to 1938 are recorded (although Siegel notes that there were 11 
civil marriages from 1922-1938 between Indian couples (1954:1969)); no regular civil 
marriages are recorded from 1954 to 1957, and none after 1957; the only records for 
uniones de hecho are from 1951 to 1954 and 1956 and 1957. While these numbers are not 
complete, they show the general trends in marriages. 

For an explanation of the anomalous figures for 1916 and 1918 see p.52, n.6. 

Y e a r  R e l  
1 8 9 8  
1 8 9 9  
1 9 0 0  
I 9 0 I  
1 9 0 2  1  
1 9 0 3  
1 9 0 4  
1 9 0 5  
1 9 0 6  
1 9 0 7  4  
1 9 0 8  
1 9 0 9  1  
1 9 1 0  
1 9 1 1  
1 9 1 2  
1 9 1 3  
1 9 1 4  1 7  
1 9 1 5  
1 9 1 6  3 5 9  
1 9 1 7  
1 9 1 8  9 7  
1 9 1 9  
1 9 2 0  
1 9 2 1  3  
1 9 2 2  
1 9 2 3  
1 9 2 4  
1 9 2 5  
1 9 2 6  
1 9 2 7  
1 9 2 8  
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2 
* 

* 
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* 

* 

« 

* 

7  
1 7  
4 1  
25 
66  
5 1  
5 1  
72 
4 3  
78 
67 

93 

4  
1 
1 
3  

1 

3 1  
6 
5  
2 
1 2  

1 0  

4 4  
2 9  
6 4  
*  

4 4 *  ( o n l y  u n i o n e s  d e  h e c h o )  
66 
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